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A Thematic Exploration of Chronic Pain - as Described by Patients 
ABSTRACT 
A THEMATIC EXPLORATION OF CHRONIC PAIN 
AS DESCRIBED BY PATIENTS 
This study explores the experience of people suffering from chronic pain post surgical interventions. 
Cases are selected from those patients currently attending a pain clinic. By means of five in-depth, 
unstructured interviews this research seeks to understand how these patients view their pain. Recurrent 
themes arising emanating from these interviews are identified and then examined. These include: the 
breakdown in the doctor-patient relationship, and the all pervasive nature and effect of pain on the 
lives of those suffering from chronic pain. This research recommends that doctors should begin to 
examine the part they may play in the aeitiology of chronic pain. A practical aspect of this might be the 
rotation of student doctors through chronic pain clinics. 
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Chapter 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 
The "real wurld" is a construct, and some of the peculiarities of scientific thought become more 
intelligible when this fact is recognized. L'sing this notion of a social construct, Einstein is reported ro 
have told Heisenberg that it is nonsense to fOt,Jnd a theory on observable facts alone, since, in reality, 
the vcr\, opposite happens. The construct of theory enables us to observe only what it permits. [:or 
science the implications were clear: observations and levels of explanation were only as good as their 
underpinning theories permitted. 
In the light of the above, it becomes clearer that, despite much having been written in an attempt to 
understand the nature of pain, much still exists that theories fail to explain. The various theories 
presented here provide a glimpse of the complex interrelations of biology, psychology and social milieu 
that cause and inf1uence chronic pain. 
The literature review begins with the traditional theories, originating in the 17th century, and looking at 
pain from separate l>iomedical and psychological perspectives. Thereafter the more integrated psycho-
physiological theory is described, effectively linking earlier theories of the body and the psyche. L\ 
study on learning theory as it relates to pain is then reviewed, and an exarrunation of complementary or 
alternative approaches to pain concludes the chapter. 
2.1 BIOMEDICAL THEORY 
2.1.1 THEORIES RELATING TO PAIN RECEPTORS 
2.1.1.a Specificity Theory 1600's - 1800's 
Specificity or traditional theory forms the basis of thinking for most neurophysiology, 
neurology and neurosurgery, and was the modd taught to me as an undergraduate meJical student. It 
predicts that identifiable parts of the brain will reliably detect, transmit, and deliver JJ>e.iJic fractions of 
sensat.ion, as illustrated below: -
JTILlf['] JJJ Q TR/lj\iS'MfSJ£ON SENS'AnON Q 
The originator of Specificity Theory was probably Descartes who in 1664 conceived of the pain system 
as a straight through channel from the skin to the brain. 
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Descartes' theory changed little until the nineteenth century when sensory physiologists attempted to 
account for the different qualities of sensation. Muller in 1842 stated that the brain receives 
information about external objects only by way of the sensory nerves. ,\ctivit:y in nerves, then, 
represented coded or symbolic data concerning the stimulus object. Muller recognized only the five 
classical senses - seeing, hearing, taste, smell and touch. 
Between 1894 and 1895, a physicist, Max von hey, proposed a theory of cutaneous senses, which 
f()rm~ the basis 0 f contemporary specificity theory. Von Frey believed that the skin comprises a mosaic 
of four types of sensory spots: touch, cold, warmth, and pain. From this he postulated that each type 
of cutanwus sensation had its own specific nerve ending; those for pain being free nerve-endings. He 
deduced this by simply noting that free nerve endings are the most commonly found receptors and that 
pain spots arc found almost everywhere on the body. Ingenious experiments were later carried out to 
show that there is a one-to-one relationship between receptor type, fibre size, and quality of experience. 
This work was later reviewed by Bishop (1946); Rose and Mountcastle (1959); and Sinclair (1982.) 
Since fibre diameter is thought to be modality specific, the specificity theorists speak of A-delta-pain 
fibre pain and C-fibre pain, and of touch fibres and cold fibres - as though each fibre group had a 
straight -through transmission path to a specific brain centre. 
hnally a pain route in the spinal cord was sought. Using studies and operations on animals and 
humans, it was concluded that the anterolateral quadrant of the spinal cord, called the spinothalamic 
tract, is tlle major 'pain pathway'. 
Tn 1920, Head proposed that the central pain centre is situated in the thalamus because corticallcsions 
or excisions rarely abolish pain, but rather tend to make it worse. Thus the thalamus is believed by 
some to be the 'pain centre' with the cortex exerting some inhibitory control over it. 
2.1.1.h Pattern Theory 
Goldscheider was the first to propose that stimulus intensity and central summation arc the critical 
determinants of pain, not the one-to-one relationship between pain perception and intensity of the 
stimulus, which had been assumed earlier. 
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2.1.2 THEORIES RELATING TO SEGMENTAL MECHANISMS 
2.1.2.a Gate-Control Theory 1965 
I'vIclzack and Wall first proposed the existence of a specific pain modulatory system in 1965 in the Cate 
Control theory of pain, This theory was to destroy the idea that pain is a simple sensation caused by a 
(lirect transmission line to a pain centre. Essentially two types of peripheral nerve fibre were known to 
be the most common centrally projecting cells signalling injury. These arc the small diameter (S) fibre, 
which are the myelinated A-delta fibres, and un-myelinated C fibres, and large diameter (J.) low 
threshold myelinated peripheral nenre fibres. These cells deliver impulses, directly and indirectly, to the 
transmission ceJJs in the spinal cord Cr), which transmit to local reflex circuits and to the bnlin. 
Generally all synaptic regions contain both inhibitory and excitatory mechanisms, which control 
transmission depending on the balance of their activity. 
I t has long been known that powerful influences descend from the brain and modulate spinal reflexes, 
In 1954, Hagbarth and Kerr showed that these descending effects also changed sens01'y messages 
travelling from the cord to the brain. In 1964 Taub moved on to show that local stimulation in the 
midbrain and medulla inhibits the firing of T cells. Later in 1967, Wall found evidence of a powerful, 
steady inhibition flowing continually from the brainstem to T cells. It was therefore reasonable to 
include a descending influence on the inhibitory inter-neurons. 
hnally, in 1996, Mclzack and Wall, putting the picture together, assumed that ascending messages to 
the brain could influence the descending controls, thus completing a loop from spinal cord to brain and 
back to spinal cord. They presented this as the Gate Control Theory. 
2.1.3 CONTEMPORARY THEORY 1996 
2.1.3.a Nociceptors 
Thus far this section has presented the most historically significant theories of pain. In turn, these 
theories lead us inevitably to the realm of contemporary biomedical pain theory; which is complex and 
intruduces the new terms of no(~~eni('Pain. The term, N ociception, means the response to noxiolls 
(noxal damage) stimuli. As any anaesthetised patient demonstrates, this is not necessarily synonymous 
with feeling pain. 
I n our contemporary view, Sensory input comprises four modalitjes: (1) nociception, (2) mechano-
reception, (3) thermal reception, and (4) proprioception. The perception of pain results from the 
stimulation of nociceptors. Nociceptors are located in skin, muscle, fascia, blood vessels, tendons, joint 
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2.1.3.c Transmission of Signal 
Two major rathways transmit the pain signal centrally: the spinothalamic tracts and the spinoreticular 
system, The spinothalamic tract, comprising ventral and lateral components, transmits aspects 0 f acute 
rain (e,g. location, intensity. quality) and alerts the individual to biologically threatening events. The 
spinon.:ticular system, on the other hand, mediates autonomic and affective reactions to pain. These 
pathways are responsible for overall alertness, vigilance, and fear surrounding any noxious stimuli. 
[;rom cell bodies in the dorsal horn, the direct spinothalamic tract crosses to the anterolateral white 
matter of the spinal cord and ascends through the lateral edge of the medulla, lateral pons, and 
midbrain to the ventrobasal region of the thalamus. From here thalamic neurons project to the 
somatosensory cortex. 
The ascending fibres of the spinoreticular system terminate in the brainstem reticular formation, 
pontine, medullary areas, and the medial thalamic nuclei. This tract contributes to affective processing 
of nociception by connecting ascending information from the brainstem to limbic structures, via the 
noradrergic bundles. Nociceptive impulses ascend to the locus coeruleus (a pontine nucleus near the 
fourth ventricle) and then ascend via the dorsal adrenergic bundle to the cortex. 
2.1.3.d Chronic Pain Theory 
Individuals in varying circumstances perceive pain produced by similar noxious stimuli differently. 
There are, for example, many stories of soldiers who have endured extensive wounds with little 
experience of pain while in the field. Moreover there is the placebo phenomenon that is apparent in 
chrunic pain. Implicit in these observations is the realisation that the central nervous system is able to 
modulate incoming nociceptive signals. Mclzack and Wall were the first to postulate this phenomenon 
in their gate control theory discussed above. 
Supraspinal descending signals modulate nociceptive input, but from where and how? Reynolds in 1969 
demonstrated that stimulation of the periaqueductal grey (p.\G) matter allowed painless surgeql to be 
performed. Mayer and Price then in 1976 confirmed that higher centres clearly modulated nociceptive 
input from damaged tissue. It is now known that descending inhibitOlY messages can originate from 
several areas in the central nervous system, including (1) the corticodiencephalic and diencephalic 
system; (2) the mesencerhalic, periaqueductal grey, and periventricular grey area; (3) the medullary 
centres, including the nucleus raphe mag11us; (4) the spinal and medullalY dorsal horns; and (5) the 
descending pathways from the locus coerulcus via the noradrenergic pathway. 
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Uuring inflammation, sympathetic fibres are stimulated and release prostaglandins, which in turn 
stimulate the PANs causing pain , 
PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
• SensitiSrttioll o[ perIpheral neuron s, • r lype rcxcitahility o f cenrral n e uron s (central 
• Unmas ktnp. o f s ilent 1l0 Clceptors, sC l1 sitisation) 
• Collate ral spoutll1g • Reorgani sa tjon o f synaptic co nncc tivit) in splil al cord 
• I.ncreased acrtvit), o f damaged n e uro ns amI their spo uts. ~lnd e lsC'where wi thin the e N S. 
• ln vas io n o f dorsal roO I ganglia by s):mpathetic • DisinhiiJltion rcmo val of tonIC d C:Kendlng tnhiiJJtory 
pos tga nglionic fllnc,;. ac ti vit), and othe r m ech ,tnl sl)1 s. 
Table () f possible mechanisms for chronic pain (after Asburn and Staats, 1099, 1866) 
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2.2 PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY 
2.2.1 AFFECT THEORY 1900 
The den;\opment of sensory physiology and psychophysics during the twentieth century gave 
momentum to the concept of pain as a sensation and o\. ershadowed the role of a ffective processes. 
The sensory approach tu pain, although valuable, fails to provide a complete picture of pain processes. 
~\tfect theory dates back to ,\ristode who considered pain to be an emotion the opposite of pleasure-
rather than a mere sensatJlJn. At the turn of the nineteenth century, Marshall, a philosopher and 
psychologist, argued vehemently against both von Frey's specific pain receptor!> and Goldscheider's 
pattern theory. Instead, he postulated pain to be an emotional quality that coloured aU sensory events. 
Th);' type of thinking added a new dimension to the study of pain that psychological researchers ha\'e 
subsequently exrlored extensively. 
2.2.2 PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY 1940-1960's 
Accoruing tu psychoanalytic views, idiopathic intractable pain is a defence against unconscious conflict. 
Emotional pain is displaced onto the body where it may be more hearable. Szazt and 1. '~ngel were the 
first to propose theories stressing the importance of psychological factors at a time when the 
biomedical model de~cribed the standard intervention for all rains. Szazt (195~) proposed that the ego 
perceIves the body as an object, such that the individual reacts to the body as something outside of the 
self. Thus, feelings are projected onto the body as though onto another person, with pain experienced 
as a hostile attack inflicted on the suffering individual. 
Engel (1 (59) offered a developmental them), to explain "psychogenic pain". hom the time of birth an 
indl\idual builds a "library" of pain experiences, originating from pain caused by pcriphcral stimulation. 
Thu:; , throughout cle\Telopment pain acguircs meaning from the context in \vhich it initially occurs. 
These meanings themselves may later become triggers for pain in the absence of peripheral stimulation. 
J'oUowing on from thesc psychoanalytic theories extensive literature was forthcoming which auned to 
sh(J\.v that cmotional problems generate and perpetuate chronic pain. 
2.2.3 BEHAVIOURAL AND COGNITIVE THEORIES 1970's 
Although the philosophical roots of behaviour (peripheralist) and cognitive (centralist) theorics mal 
seem irrcconcUablc, thcy often complement each other in the study and treatment of pain. 
Following the work of Skinner (1953), behaviourists tried to show that aU behaviour could be shaped, 
altered, weakened or strengthened as a direct result of environmental manipulations. J70rdycc et al 
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(I %S) were the fLrst to apply the behavioural model t() pain. Behaviour theory defines pain by the 
presence of "pain behaviours", that is, observable actions. ,\ccording to Ford) ce (1978), acute pain, 
which he termed, "respundent", is a reflexive response to an antecedent sttmulus (tissue damage). The 
respondent pain may eventually evolve into chronic or what he called operant pain if the envirunment 
offers pain dependant reinforcement. Behavioural explanations thus propose that chronic pain persists 
because of it ehcits secondary gain, for example avoiding chores, aversive family interactions or permits 
control ()ver family members. Pain behaviuur may also be learned by observing "pain models". The 
lugh incidence of pain and illness in famdy members of pain patients 1S cited as evidence for this. 
Cognitive approaches to the treatment were largely inspired by the gate-control theory of i\fel;;ack and 
\X /aU, which was discussed earlier in this review. Since the nLid 19:0's proponents of cugl11tivc theory 
have studied the meaning of pain to patients, and examined the effects of coping styles on pain. 
Intervening variables such as expectations, beliefs, self efficacy, personal control, attention, problem 
solving, coping, self-statements and imagery and how these thought processes impact on the experienLe 
of pain and related problems are examined in cognitin:: studies. 
Behaviuural and cognitive behavioural approaches ha\'e both been used extensively in pain 
rrogrammes during the last 15 years with some successes reported, Purely behavioural inten'entjons 
aim to change pain behaviour by manipulating environmental variables. The behaviourists view is that 
changes in behav10ur may themselves eventually modify the experience of pain . T Iowe\,er programmes 
with a predominantly operant focus arc rarely purely behaviuural in that they also teach cognitjvc skills 
(Sternbach, 1989), Cognitive strategies, in contrast to purely behavioural ones, attempt to change the 
way patients think about pain and to increase the patient's feeling of control over aU aspects of the 
problem. Interventions which combine behavioural and cognitive approaches aim to help patients 
restructure the way they think about their pain as well as increase their day to day act.ivity. 
In 1994, Jensen (el al) published an article in the journal, Pain, on the relationship of pain speciflc 
beh,\\·ioUJ: to chronic pain adjustment. Based on research conducted on 241 patients, the results 
inciiCltcd that a number of pain related issues are showed associated positi\ ely with psychosocial 
dvsfuncrion, These included that emotions affect pain and that others should be solicitous when ram 
is c~l)erienced. These results thus support the value of a cognitive-behavioural model of chronic rain 
adjustment. 
2.2.4 PSYCHOPHSIOLOGICAL/ PSYCHOSOMATIC THEORIES 1980-1990' 
Psychorhysiological studies examine the effect of mental processes (thoughts, memories, e:motiot1s) on 
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models, they propose that the frecluent or prolonged arousal of the autonomic ner,ous system, 
including prolonged muscular contractions, can generate and perpetuate pain, 
Treatments such as Ll'v[G biofeedback and relaxation techniques arc designed to decrease le\ cls of 
muscle tension and autonomic arousal, and thus reduce pain. Such treatments have been fuund to be 
effect.ive in reducing muscle contraction headaches, migraine, and back pain, although not more than 
psychological interventions 
In a pilot ~tudy by Ventegodt e! til (2003),19 patients with chronic raio showed dramatic shurt-term 
results after a one week course using teaching on life philosophy, psychotherapy, and body therapy. 
Body therapy is any bodywork bringing awareness to areas in the body. This is belien2d to ha\e the 
effect of turning physical ram back into the original psychological pain, which can then be processed in 
rsychlltherapy. These patients suffered from conditions like fibromyalgia, chronic tiredness, whiplash, 
mild depression and osteoarthritis. The study showed an overall 11.2% improvement in cluality of life. 
Symptoms like pain almost halved with several participants being free of pain for the first time in years. 
2.2.5 PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESS AND CHRONIC PAIN 
Tn :.J population-based study of nearly 2000 people Benjamin e/ ai, (1999) determined that psychiatric 
diagnoses were present in 16.9% of patients with chronic widespread pain compared with 11,9% of the 
general population. Cause and effect were not demonstrated. 
2.3 MARRYING SOMATOGENIC AND PSYCHOGENIC WITH INTEGRATED 
ASSESSMENT 
Most physicians tend to see pain as caused either by organic pathology, or if this is not present, 
psychological factors must be causative, 'furk and Okifuji (1999) suggest that physicians need to 
discard the com'Cntional dualistic notions uf chronic pain. They make the point that chronic recurrent 
pain, specifically, is modulated by the patient's way of coping with symptoms and current mood, as well 
as by the response of other people including the physician and family members, Understanding and 
appropriately treating a patient with chronic pain, therefore, requires an accurate assessment, not only 
uf the tissue damage that may be the cause of the pain, but also specific psychosocial, behavioural, anJ 
ps)'chological factors such as current mood, interpretation of symptoms, expectations about tbe 
meaning of symptoms and responses to the patient's symptoms by others. Lach of these aspects 
contributes tu the patient's subjective report. "\n individual's report of pain reflects multiple 
contributing factors, such as cultural cundicioning, expectations, mood state, and perceptions of 
controL 
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2.3.1 LEARNING THEORY - WHO HAS THE ABILITY TO CHANGE? 
Pill and Stott (1982) examined the issue of taking responsibility for one's own health, by, for example, 
accepting that one may be accountable for faLling ill and for maintaining one's health accordingly. They 
fuund that willingness to accept responsibility can be seen as depending partly on the person's vIews 
a bou t aetiology of illness and partly on their perceptions of factors constraining be haviour. r t follows 
that if a person's concept is that illness is caused be an external phenomenon they arc unlikely to ,iew 
persunal responsibility as important. 
These authors proposed three possible hypotheses explaining why an important sector of society 
appears resistant to adopt feelings of responsibility for health. 
1. That a sector of society is immutably resistant to change and so fixed in their way~ that personal 
changes are unEkcly to be achieved. This is an overtly fatalistic hypothesis and has Ettie data to 
support it though it is possible that a subgroup in each society is totally opposed to 
adaptatiun: imp()sed or ch()sen. 
That more innovati, e health education and promotion can achieve better results with the 
"resistant" sector of society . 
1. That a large sector of society is trapped in socio-economic circumstances that render lifestyle 
change either impractical or irrele\ant, however much the individual may desire to change. 
The deslre to make changes as well as the opportunities to do so did seem to co-exist in the sample 
studied. 
2.3.2 ACCUPUNCTURE 
-\cupuncture is thought to work by invoking the spinal gating mechanism, resulting in segmental pain 
relief. The insertiun of an acupuncture needle stimulates afferent nerves that cause interference 
(closing the dors:d horn gate) of the pain signal to central connectjons. 
\ nuther pussible mechanism of action may be by interac6ng with endorphin le\'els. Clinical 
investigators have tested chronic pain patients and found that they often have lowerthan-normallc\'cls 
of endorphins in their spinal fluid. J nvestigations of acupuncture include wiring the needles to 
stimulate nerve endings electrically (electro acupuncture), which some researchers belicvc ani\ arcs 
cnJurphin systems. hlrther experlments with acupuncture have shown that there arc higher levels of 
endorphins in Lcrebrospinal fluid following acupuncture I. 
,\cupuncture didn't make headlines in the l Jnited States until the mid-l <)90s when the I ;ood and Drug 
\Jmini,·;tr:1tion upgraded acupuncture needles frum experimental status to full -fledged medical de,·ices. 
1 See the NIN DS Chronic Pain information page 07/200 I 
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Then the National Institutes of Health found evidence of acupuncture as an effective treatment for 
nausea caused by anaesthesia and chemotherapy; as weU as postoperative dental pain and a number of 
other pain related conditions; either alone or in combination with other therapies. 
Testing the scientific validity of acupuncture using double blind trials poses difficulties. This however 
hasn't kept scientists from finding creative ways to test acupuncture's potency. For example, a (~erman 
~tud), published last year in tne BritiJh iV[ediml Jot/mal (200'1), weighed acupuncture against massage in 
the treatment of chronic neck pain. O\'er three weeks, 177 volunteers received five 30-minute ~('ssi()n:; 
of massage, needle acupuncture, or fake acupuncture (researchers used an inacti\ ated laser acupuncture 
pen in lieu of needles). Afterward, 57 percent in the needle acupunclure group reported considerably 
less pain. J n comparison, only 25 percent of those who received a mere massage sa", an impro\'emenr. 
The authors conduded that acupuncture is "a safe form of treatment for people with chronic neck pain 
and offers clinical advantages over conventional massage." 
[n another clinically controlled study, Italian researchers enrolled 120 migraine sufferers to compare the 
benefits of acupuncture with thuse of drug therapy. Over the course of a year, volunteers were either 
given a maximum of three courses of 10 acupuncture treatments twice a week, with a one week break 
in between, or \'arying rounds of conventional drug therapy. The results, published in the jOt/rllal 0/ 
'fi'(.lriitioIlCiI C/JilleJe .'Viedzlim! (2000), showed that at six months the acupuncture group had an 80 percent 
drop in migraine symptoms, while their pill- taking counterparts reported a 4() percent dip, '1 'hi:; said, 
perhaps the best news was that the acupuncture group reported no side effects, whereas more than 75 
percent of those in drug therapy had troublesome reactions. 
2.3.3 THE EVOLUTION OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY PAIN CLINICS 
The awan't1ess 0 f a need for a multidisciplinary approach to chronic pain can be t.raced back to the 
Secund \XiurlJ \Vat, when doctors from various disciplines were drawn together to care for soldiers. 
( :onelitions such as painful phantom limb, and other post amputatjon pain syndromes, as well as 
causalgia and reflex sympathetic dystrophies and myofascial pain syndromes posed a great challenge to 
neurologists, surgcons, anaesthetists and other phvsicians involved. The writings of peuple lik(' 
l.eriche, Livingstone and :VIandl (21) introduced the useful idea of blocking nerve pathways with local 
an:l(:'sthctic. 
~~hortly after the war pain clinics began to be established; the fIrst documented taking root 111 the L ' nited 
States. :'\jotntatively, these clinics cumprised an anaesthetist, neurosurgeon, orthupaedic surgeon, 
psychiatrist, physician and radiation therapist. 
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) '"or the next two decades the idea of a mul6disciplinary approach lay dormant. Two developments 
changed this' !\felzack and Wall's Gale Conlro/ theory of pain (196=)), and the In/emC/lionel/ /1JJodalZonjor 
fiJI' J/udy o/Paln (L\SP,1974). Tn 1977 when the f11'st directory of pain clinics was drawn up, 32""' 
multidisciplinary pain clinics existed in the western \Vorld (60% in USA and 20(10 in Europe). 
Working in the lSJ\, \sburn and Staats (1999), published an article in the Lillt-ei on the management of 
chronic pain. The), see the multidisciplinary team as comprising a physician, psychologist, nurse, 
physio-and occurational therapists, vocational counsellor and pharmacist. 
2.3.4 THE EXPERIENCE OF PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC NON-MALIGNANT PAIN. 
i\ smgle study was found that is slmilar to the research that follows. This was by Seers and I '"riedl 
(190G) who rcpurted on patients' experiences of their chronic non -malignant pain. Seventy five people 
were investi,r;atcd with the aim of evalua6ng the effect of relaxation training after training both 
immediately and long term. It was primari.ly a c]uantitatiye study but had a minor c]ualitative 
component in order to provide greater insight into what it meant tu people to experience chronic pain. 
(~ualitativc data was gathered at the same time as l[uantita6ve at a baseline interview, at the end of 
teaching 1 and 4 months later. Field notes were taken during the semi-structured intel'\ ie\-vs and then 
extensively wuttell up after the intervie\v. These included comments made by the patient and the 
researcher's own impression of the interview. 
In their findings they reported nine common themes related to chronic patients' pain e;;periencc. 
1. experience of health care 
• believing the pain 
• treating chronic pain as if it were acute 
• desperation of the doctors 
• blame 
2. psychological states 
~. physical health states 
4. rela tiol1ship with family/friends 
5. social activi6es 
G. emp}nyment / finances 
,. comments on relaxation and describing 
~. comments on pam 
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9. lack of personal control 
Sens and hiedl (1 ()9G) concluded that the Llualitative data deepened their knowledge of the patients' 
experience. i'vloreover they found that pain adversely affected many dimensions of sufferers' Jives, and 
the effects extended to family and friends. I laving others believe the pain was crucial to many patients, 
the) noted. Health care professionals need to taU< to their patients about the meaning of their pain in 
order tu help improve their quality of life. 
2.4. SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW 
This literature review investigated the major theories relating to the cause of pain. 
Somatic theories in essence inform that one of our four sensory input receptors IS to noxil)Lls stirnuJi. 
These receptors arc called nociceptors, arc located in many tissues, and in structure are free ncn"c 
endings. These nerve endings comprise differentiated fibres that each respond to different noxious 
stimuli The intenSIty of the transmission signal is then modulated by many different factors. Repeated 
stimulat.ion to these afferent neurones lowers threshold to pain. ~curopeptides secreted by the nervous 
system, inflammatory mediators from the bluod and many other proteins secreted also modulate this 
afferent response. Supra spinal nerve signals via endogenous opioids from different parts of the brain 
as weU as emotional states all influence perceived pain. 
Psycholugical theory dealt with a behaviourist model, how environmental factors influence pain c.g. 
chronic pain remains because of secondary gain; and cognitive theory, how ooe th.inks about pain c.g. 
increase feeling of control over all aspects of the individuals life limits pain felt. 
P ~: ychos()matic theory takes cognitive theory a step further by saying fur example that repeated neg<lti\T 
thoughts leads to stress which in turn cause repeated muscle contractions that perpetuate pam. 
These theories lay the foundation for ao actio logical chronic pain theory called an integrated 
assessment, combining the somatogenic and psychological approaches as well as lookmg at broader 
factors like cultural conditiofling and meaning of the pain. 
This multifaceteu thinking led to the development of multidisciplinary pain clinics. 
Anothel similar qualitative study by Seers and hiedl WHS then discussed. These findmgs indicated 
similar themes to the research here presented, as well as patient's need for other to believe their pain. 
This study was also found useful for the depth of insight gained i.nto the patient'S experience of pain. 
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Chapter 3: METHODOLOGY 
This chapter discusses and motivates for methods used in this study. It starts by discussmg the early 
changes that occurred in the course of this research, why a qualitative method was chosen and where 
the study was conducted. It then moves on to elaborate on sampling, study tools, data analysis and 
ethics. 
3.1. EARLY STUDY DEVELOPMENT 
'1'he in.itial pilot study altered the early aims and objectjves of this research. My fu:st plan had been tu 
use a semi-structured interview to examine paradigm silifts in chronic pain sufferers. However, as 
discussed fully in chapter 5, this narrow focus was found to be limiting, much like examining a detail up 
close before standing back and viewing the picture. For a subject as subjective and complex as 
understanding chronic pain a different research tool was then explored, a qualitative approach. 
3.2. MOTIVATION FOR QUALITATIVE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The defining feature of tjualitative research is that it seeks to describe and analyst peopleji''Oltlllie 
perspedilJe o/lboJe who are being Jtudied. This methodology is most appropriate for this intended study 
because-
1 t is exploratory research, (that is, relevant concepts are unknown.) 
It requires explanat01, depth. The emphasis being on meaning and understanding the 
person and how they experience their pain . The study of humans is different from the 
study of nature because it involves subjective understanding. 
J t requires a flexibility of approach so as to allow for the discovery of unexpectedly 
important topics .. \s was demonstrated following pilot interviews, questJOns posed and 
methods used needed to change as new inf(.rmation was collected. This is closely 
related to the overall approach of qualitative research which is to understand the 
perspective and world view if the informants. 
\\lith all this in mind then 1 acknowledged and set aside my beliefs regarding the importance of an 
internal locus of control and entered the research with openness to the stories of the patients. 
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3.3. STUDY LOCATION 
Participants for this study were selected from patients attending (ape Town's (;roote Schuur I iospital 
Pain Clinic. This clinic is a specialised referral centre for doctors in both the public and private sector 
providing assessment and recommendations for the management of patients suffering from chronic 
pain . Patients often attend the clinic once many other sources of care have been exhausted. 
The clinic team comprises a psychiatrist, a psychiatric social worker, a nursing sister, two anaesthetists, 
and, more recently, a psychologist practicing cognitive-behavioural therapy. Because of budget cuts, 
the team lacks a physiotherapist and occupational therapist. The policy of the clinic is to act as an 
upinion resuurce for non-specialist caregivers, believing that their primary care doctor best manages 
chronic pain patients, however clifficult this might be to effect. Probably because of feelings of 
inadequacy or lack of knowledge, referri.ng doctors seem hesitant to manage their patients who have 
onguH1g pain (discussion with Dr Baumann GSH pain clinic.) 
3.4. SAMPLING 
.\ pilot study consisting of 6 interviews with patients tuok place. These interviews were not inclmled in 
the study. hve patients were selected for the study using purposive sampling. This form of sampling is 
usually used in order to include a enabled the identification of informants wide range uf types of 
informants, as well as key informants with access to important sources of knowledge or experience. 
This small study sil.e allowed for in depth exploration of themes that arose, which resulted in saturation 
of data. 
The ~;ister in charge of the clinic was asked to select informants based un the following selection 
criteria: 
(I) The informants should be well known to the pain clinic and have an interesting story, as well as (2) 
they should be able to express themselves and their relationship to their pain in guod English. And (3) 
they were reguired to have consulted previously with the clinic psychiatrist. 
Some patients at the clinic are managed mainly by the anaesthetist with epidurals and nerve blocks. l"ur 
others psychotherapeutic interventions and medication from the psychiatrist playa greater fole. Most 
patients move with ease between these two approaches. The third selection criterion was used in an 
attempt tu ensure that patients selected were exploring the psychological aspects of their pain. 
J n retrospect, comparing the sample with those of a similar study, the patients selected were particularly 
extreme examples of patients living with chronic pain. The nurse selected "good examples" of clinic 
patients - who ended up having extreme experiences of chron.ic pain . In additjon it is possible that 
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prior consultation with a psychiatrist may well not have been S1 nonymous with the patient exploring 
the psychological aspects of their pain, but rather the referring doctor's percept jon that a psychiatric 
disorder was present. 
\s researcher, r introduced myself as someone with a particular interest in chronic pain. This alluwed 
me to be perceived as independent of the climc and n()t necessarily implicated in any negative or 
positi\e feelmgs that might be felt towards medical personnel. In the pilot studies, I found this a 
particularly useful strategy as it freed me ftom being consulted and also allowed me to probe deeper 
into the patient's understanding of their problem without the assumption (from myself or them), that 
being a dnctor, r should know the answers to their questions. If however a patjent did ask my 
occupation, as one did, I acknowledge that I was a doctor. If the patient asked advice I explained that 
in this context my role was as a researcher and advised that they ask the clinic doctor about their 
problem. All this said, it is accepted in gualitative research that the researcher will always influence the 
data attained. The researcher then is expected to acknowledge the context of the interview by means of 
c:"tensive field notes and actively taking biases into account. This process is known as reflexi,ity, 
(Nlays& Pope, 1995.) 
3.5. RESEARCH TOOL: INDEPTH INTERVIEWS 
During the course of the pilot studies, the study tonI was changed. The initial semistructured 
interView guide was found to have limitations, as discussed above. From there, the study used In -depth 
unstructured interviews with a single intruductory question and then reflexive remarks and probing of 
patien~siJeasand ~elings. 
According to Pope (1905), in-depth intelviews are "face to face conversations with the purpose of 
exploring issues or topics in detail. Rather than using pre-set Yllestions, objectives are shaped "by a 
defined set of topics or issues" (Pope, 19C)5, 43.) 
The researcher conducted all interviews. The techniyue used is VC1Y similar to the patient centred 
model of consulting with which the researcher is very familiar.l'he introductoty gllestion was; "Tell 
mc the story of you pain?" 
Interviews were conducted in a consulting room along the corridor from the pain clinic section. These 
sessions were tape-recorded and later transcribed. Field notes contributed to the non-verbal and 
contextual aspects of the mterview and setting. The interviewers own thoughts and tee lings \\,ere 
included in field notes. The field notes were used later to back reference and to retest relIability. 
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3.6. DATA ANALYSIS 
This proceeded in thn:e stages: data reduction, data display and analysls. 
The contents of the scripts were systematically coued and categorised for recurrent themes that arose, 
and then analysed by constant comparison. This is essential!) an "iterative process oC developing 
categories from the transcripts or field notes, testing them against hypotheses, and refining them." 
(Mays & P()pe, 1995, 184.) Evidence from the data was then used to support conclusions reached. 
,\nalysis was by the qualitative method, inductively, that is deducing hypotheses from the data, using 
,~m"lIlded t/J(}O!y (Straus & Curb ill, 1990; Pope & Mays, 1995; (:harmaz, 2000.) Inductive method()logy 
places great emphasis on the credibility or truth of the meaning of the findings, this is called illiernal 
!Ntlirlil j' I:or Pope and Mays (1995) this internal validiC) is considered more critical than either the 
finding's conceptual certainty or its external validity. 
"lnder the strictures of grounded theory, the fmdings must be reached through a systematlc account 
of the setting that would be recognisable to the people in the setting while at the same time being more 
strucLured and self-consciously explanatory than the participants themselves would produce," writes 
Mays (1995,111). 
In writing up this research report, a chapter was devoted to writing up the major themes. These 
themes were grouped illto nine main subcategories. The data thus captured were the experiences and 
explanations of particular patients, in particular circumstances at a particular point in time, \vith a single 
interviewer. 
3.6.1. Reliability 
The main way in which qualitati\ie researchers ensure reliabilitv of their analysis is in maintaining 
meticulous records of intelTiews and obser-va tions, and by documenting the process of anal) sis in 
detail. ThIS method was pursued. Two different researchers agreed upon themes separate!)'. 
3.6.2. Validity 
Using a process known as triangulation, this researcher has attempted to validate inferences drawn by 
comparing one data source with another. Triangulation refers to an approach to data collection in 
which evidence is gathered deliberately from a wide range of different, independent sources and often 
by different means. ( :sing lO-depth interviews as the major source of informat.ion, I also referred to the 
dinic notes and attend the multidisciplinary meetings after the pain clinic in which the patients were 
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discussed by aU the clinic sta ff. Pain authors as well as primary sources of information gleaned from 
my months of attachment tu the pain clinic were other methods of triangulatiun empluyed. 
3.7. ETHICS 
Informed consent was obtained verbally, and in private, from the informants by myself. 
Protection of anonymity was guaranteed. Taped information was coded with only the researcher, 
namely myself, having access to participant names. 
The protocol was submitted and approved by The University of Cape Town Faculty of Medicine 
R.esearch Ethics Committee. 
Permission for access to the pain clinic was obtained from the person in charge. The Medical 
Supenntcndent was informed in writing of the research project. 
With this methodology in mind we now move on to the following chapter that covers the findings of 
this research . 
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Chapter 4: RESULTS 
This chapter can be divided into the following broad themes: (1) the experience of pain, (2) the experience 
of treatment, (3) coping with pain, (4) perception of causation, (5) impact of pain on the family, (6) impact 
of pain on self, (7) feelings regarding the future, (8) doctor-patient relationship and (9) patients' 
expectations of doctors. 
By way uf introduction, a brief synopsis of each patient interviewed is first presented in tabular form 
below. This assists in providing a context for the findings that follow. 
1.MrM 
• Mr M is a 40-year old married father of four, a religious IV[uslim man. He suffered neck pain of unknown cause for 
three years before he had his first operation, a spinal decompression, in private practice. He the developed a 
hydrocephalus and required a ventricular peritoneal shunt. His medical aid had by then run out and thlS was 
undertaken at Groote Schuur. A fter this surgery his pain became very much worse. He is now on morphine and 
waiting to see if the doctors can offer him some relief with an epidural block. He previously worked for an engineering 
firm but is now unemployed because of his constant pain. His main concern is being unable to provide financiall y for 
the education of his children. 
2. Ms. C (Pretender / Fighter) 
• r",[s. C is a 38-year-old married mother of two. She is unable to work because of her pain and is supported by her 
husband. She developed chronic pain following surgery fur a slipped disc of her lumbar spine. Regular epidurals offer 
her some relief. She gave me good insights into her personal relationship of living with the pain. She was also quite 
controversial as she had strong feeling about distrust of doctors and claimed to know about a conspiracy amongst 
some of the clinic patients against the clinic. She seemed to enjoy the position of secretly mistrusting and blaming the 
doctors, with her band of feUow patients. 
3. Ms H (angry) 
• .\lrs H is a 55 year old Muslim divorce. She lives with one of her 7 children and has a small business selling clothing as 
well as her disability pension. She is a taU attractive expressive person, who walks with a s tick and commands her world 
with it. She has had two marriages and eleven pregnancies in all. 
• Her story started in 1974 when she sustained a back injury after twisting her ankle, a minor inJury. She had recurrent 
pain from then until her first surgery in 1983 a discectomy. She then returned to work and did well until 1989 her back 
deteriorated badly. The cause of the pain was unclear. She finally had surgery that was given a 50% chanct: of success; 
she understood it as a lumbar 4 and 5 disc removal. She Jid well after this and return to work. Then she developed a 
lump on her foot dorsum, a ganglion. She went in to have surgery on the foot but discovered that in theatre the 
surgeon who she had been handed Over to by her professor was not around and instead she had an unknown surgeon. 
\[obilising from this surgery was extremely fraught and the pain set in. From that time on the pain escalated. Then the 
secrets emerged about what really happened in theatre that day. She learned that her spine had "collapsed" in theatre 
and that no one had told her. From then things deteriorated with multiple rejections and no hope prognoses from 
doctors who told her they "won't touch" her. She was sent to a psychologist who angered her and he confirmed for 
her suspicJOn; "Why did they lie to you)" 
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4. Mr GF (clown) 
• l\lr GF a married father who lives with his wife and children. Had coronary bypass surgery in 1989 with septicaemia 
cause by a blood crans fusion administered against his will. He then developed non-union uf his sternum and developed 
chromc pain, initially at this site, later lateral chest pain and back. Other past medical history is of diabetes, insulin 
dependant, hyperchlosterulaemia and previous nonalcuhol induced pancreatitis. 
• This was one of my early interviews and so was more s[rUctured than the others. 
• He is a jolly chap who likes to cheer up others in the pain clinic .I saw him as the clinic clown. His wife was passive anJ 
seemed submissive agreeing with him but never venturing her opinion. He, on the other hand, seemed convinced of 
his position and sure in his opinions, to the point uf being overbearing 
5. Ms. C (Pretender / Fighter) 
• Mrs. CD lives with her twO daughters, is in the process of gerting divorced from her estranged husband who has a 
younger woman, with whom he has a child. She sat knitting throughout the interview in a sweet, benign matriarchal 
sort of way. She sees herself as a victim and her diagnosis of pain in some way justifies her helplessness. She earns 
money from letting out property she owns. 
• Her pain came from a prolapsed disc, initially managed conservatively and later repaired surgically. Her pain never 
really settled from [hen and she had multiple nerve blocks, and epidurals offering no relief. Her husband had an affair 
at the same time as this was going on and complicated the resolurion greatly. 
Table 4.1 a synopsIs of each patient tntervlewed 
4.1. THE EXPERIENCE OF PAIN 
The individuals' experience of their pain was a central theme that was raised by every interviewee. This 
experience sat at the core of each person's incapacity, and it is from this pivot that everything else related 
tu the pain spiraDed outwards. What follows is a description of various sub-themes that fall herein. 
4.1.1. Sleepless nights 
Every person interviewed mentioned that they had problems sleeping due to their pain. The desperation 
associated with insomnia is illustrated in the following quotes. 
'7f J sleepJor an hOHr at night or 1 '12 /Joun then tbat's it. Most of the time I walk up and down, sit in Ibe armchair, up, my 
head and my bod}. 1 can't lake it. "(M) 
''f\.jigbt and dqy baving sleepless nights because of pain. Even taking sleeping tablels, I don't sleep at all. " (exasperation was 
empbasiJed ry her tone o./voi('e)(CD) 
"Don't sleep at ni,R,ht, so I ji}!,ht with myse(f to ~o and sleep and the lon~e,. IjiJ',ht with myse(f to <~o and sleep, I cannot xleep. 
So, it'J an extension q/time tbat J don't sleep at all. Ifee! anful with myse(f. J jeel cross at myse(f already (flJ.(Je I ('[Irlno! sleep 
which iJfrustrating" (C) 
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Each respondent had their own way of describing the intensity of the pain or their responst: to it. 
4.1.2. The Drama and Madness of the pain 
Ms H experienced a sense of emergency and drama. She related chaos and confusion as she was "rushed" 
to her GP and then "rushed" to Groote Schuur. A picture emerged of someone crazed with unbearable 
pam 
"/lnd when they tour/Jed me apparentlY I shollted so lvildlY ...... r" ... "and pain, pain, pain "(H) (1-1) 
''Apparent/y'' implies that she didn't remember shouting, 
Three times in her interview Ms H described a feeling of madness because of the intensity of her pain. She 
grimaced and groaned and repeated the words "in pain" eleven times during the interview . • \ t one point 
she was crying because of the intensity of the pain experienced during the actual interview. 
'~\tmda.y I lvent bonkers with pain. Bonkers lvith pain" 
"( :allse now tbe pain is bCJ,ond me. " 
"then J shoNted and shollted and pain and pain and pain and pain" (more and more emphasis) 
4.1.3. Helpless with the pain 
Ms H angrily described herself lying in hospital in pain. She was injected with morphine but had no relief. 
.'\ picture emerges of a victim helplessly enduring this relentless pain. As no relief has been forthcoming 
resilience haJ worn thin and the pain wursened. 
"And be came, be jl,ave me morpbine and tha/was thai. And there I IC!}. And tben IIC!}. Morphine. Pain. (Said in an 
alWY voice) 
"-1nd sim'e 1994 I've never been pain jree. It's adualIY so worse now". (1 I) 
M describes being uvercome by worsening pain; he speaks of himself as becoming weaker as the pain 
grows stronger. 
You getting weaker and tbe pain getting more, the pain is getting to you, reallY, and I'm not that type ojperson Ivbo romplaim 
about tbe pain Ivhatever. ljtlst take what's roming, btlt it's jtlst worse now honestly. It'Jj1lst lvorse, Ivorse now (lvf) 
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4.1.4 Pain resulting in isolation and distancing of relationships 
Pain was seen as an alienating experience. All respondents raised the issue of relationship difficulties 
because of the pain. 
Ms C describes her experience of aloneness: 
"Your husband cannot help]ou,]our children cannot help]ou,]OU just j',roul further from them. "But how iI's not easy jor 
people to sa)' if they not irlp"r position. Th~y don't jeel]olfr pain, they don't go through ]our pain, iI's a totallY difJiCIIII" (q 
"f stqy alvqy from even 11!Y best ojfriends, I don't ivan/to see them because f hlfrt so much. "(GP) 
The husband of one re~pondent became unfaithful when she became ill. 
"Sin(c m] aaident my husband had a affair UJith a j',irl /wen!) ]ears his senior (sic), a j',irl old enough to be his dallJ',hter. em. 
f had to deal with that as well "(CD) 
The family may learn to live with the persun's alienating behaviour. 
"Now 11!y wife and m] l·hildren understand, so sqy iflgel acid, they take it lvith a pim'h oj salt' (GF) 
4.1.5. Metaphors used to describe the pain and pain experience. 
The pain is seen as something external that intrudes: 
"the pain is J',ettinj', to ]011" (H) 
Sometimes the pain forces action: 
'1 mean Ivho wants to come to hOJpital at that time oj the morning, the pain is driving (me) there and I've got to .r.et someone 
10 hring me "(M)). 
Mr M sees the body as a vessel that can only hold a certain amount of pain. 
"The w~'Y I see it is. your boqy call onlY take a (erlain amount, so much oj pain. And after thaI when it cannot, it cannot tak,e 
that pain aI!)' more - somelbing miJ',ht just happen. It just might. (I Ie later spoke about his fear of being paralysed if 
the pain became too severe for his budy to handle) 
Pain is seen as an invisible enemy against whom one fights: 
" fl's lik.e fighting something that]oll !'an 'I Mysi(allj' see, It's fighting. II's a constant jight llnt/) yourse!f all tbe time" ((.) 
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4.1.6 Patients' Hopes about Pain 
It was the endless intensity of chronic pain that people found so debilitating. Each respondent wished for 
an end to be in sight. 
Mr M mentiuns hope seven times during his interview. His hope is always that the medical profession will 
bring him relief. 
"HonestlY, I'm jllst hoping that th~y .. an do sometbinf!., tbat tbey mn do sometbingjor me. J\jow I'm only boping IIJat tbey .. an 
do some/bing now reallY" (Silence) (M) 
1\ repeated wish was to just be able to live a normal life. To do the ordinary daily tasks that they used to be 
able tu perform. 
"1'/1 be very.~/ad if I (aIlMjllst do tbe things I'm used 10 doing." (M) 
''llvallna walk because tbis is 7Jl)' life" (H) 
4.1.7 Despair 
The other side of hope is the despair mentioned in some guise bv all the respondents. 
"(Desperate Ivbispet)' And I went home after about three weeks, 4 weeks, maybe longer. I mn l'1Y' I mn real!y oy. They took: 
aJvC!y elJerything. Damn]ou. Now I've got pain 24 hours around the dork. "(H)) 
"But I'lJe still had the pain mnstantly elJery dqy" (M) 
For Mr F the desperation and agitation is so severe that he becomes aggressive and l'ven has aggressive 
thoughts towards himself. 
''l mn , ~et to stage qf agitation when I will start bitting out". (GI,) 
'7"'here are that I Ivant to take m] glln and Pllt it 10 111.Y head and blow m] head rff "(Gl"'] (mention again in "theftllllre". 
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4.1.8. Need for the pain to be witnessed / acknowledged 
Patients expressed great distress when the other, particularly a caregiver, did not perceive their pain as real. 
\Xben Ms C refused an injection she perceived that her heath carers response was disbelief of her pain. She 
thus elects at times not have a consultation but to just collect her medication. 
"1 lold him" Dr but I do, 1 bave pain." But 1 reJtlSe the injections. "1 said" but 1 don't want tbem bemuse tbey made me 
lvorse." That'" wby when 1 don't see Prof, I'Iljust ark tbem for medication." (C) 
Ms I J rerceives referral to a psychologist as undermining the authenticity of her pain. 
'1 don't att. J don't need tbe NYihologist because they gave me an appointment witb tbe psychologist again and 1 didn't go. 
Became J know exactly uJ/Jat I'm talkin!!, about. I'm a mature J'.rowll-up IVOmall. I knOlv I bad 3 double JPine operations. " 
(E-I) 
"My husband wOllldn't make the tea became he jllst wouldn't accept tbe level of pain tbat J was in ': 'He denieJ it mmplete!y" 
(CD) 
'~Vfy lJiVn parents don't aa'ept it. And I'm ignoring tbem"(CD) 
Ms C manages this lack of validation by using self- assertive technigues learned at a pain management 
workshop. 
'~/llld to think, to realize that you have the pain and whether people tell YOll,YOll have pain or not,YOI/l)e got to tell them bllt 
1 do have paitl. You've got to be, oh bow muld J put il tlowr You'pe J'.ot to be honeJt with yourself and deal witb it, thatyoN 
do, and when people bemme rude to you,you should stand up jor yourself and tlot back out. (Silence) /lnd I never ever kne}}) 
"(c) 
Mr GF experienced a lot of validation of his pain from his wife. She sat next to him during the interview, 
saying nothing, nodding supportively at what he had to say. 
He sees himself as the soldier who bears his pain silently. However he still communicated a need to 
compete with a fellow patient over the severity of their pains. 
'1 said to tbe one lacfy Ivaiting bere this afternoon 1 sqys" what's wronJ!, witb you". She sayJ "1 've got pain here in my hip 
(whispers) it's 1l!Y /le17Je. " I sClY "and it's draggin.oour lip r~~ht dOlvn to the ground" . . 1 SClYS, I'll tellyou uJ!Jat'J wrong witli 
me and Ihenyou tell me iJYOl/l)e gol more pain than me'~ "She sqys "and what's the matter with),ou?" I SCl)'S "J'I)e got a 
sternum that's not joined,' and do you knOlv what a broken leg is like?" She sqys, "Yes, I've have one". "W"ell I've got a 
broken chest bone" I Ja"ys "and they mn't fix it" 
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He seemed to need to be validated as the "silent sufferer"; He wants to have the severity of his pain 
acknowledged, but also to be seen as brave soldier who suffers in silence. He continued his report of his 
conversation w:ith a fellow patient; 
"50 sbe looks at me, sbe says, "YOII mllst bave a lot if pain" I says, ''Yes I do bllt I'm not sbowing it to.Y0II." J JC!Ys "tbe 
minllte I sbow it tOYOIl I'm 100kingJor sympatry and I don't want your sympatry. /I 
4.1.9 Fears and Fantasies 
Mr M fcared that the intensity of the pain might lead to paralysis. 
'''lOti know what bappens, tbe pain gets so worse I'm jllSt qfi'aid tbat sometbing migbt b«ppen tbat I might not be able to bave 
tbe lise if my arms a.gain or wbatever, tbat's bOlv worse the pain gets". . . It jllst migbt. like )!,ellin.p. lame,yoll knmv, not 
beir~~ able to me the leg and arm, or whatever or beingpara!Jsed ciftenvards." (soJt!J)(M) 
4.1.10 Cursed 
Ms 1 I expressed a belief that she was cursed with this pain and as such untouchable. 
Speaking in a whisper, she related what her doctor told her: 
. ))Bu! your spine is damaged 2\1rs } T. Tbis pain will never ever leave'y01I nolV. /I 
''fTe said to me ~rit down '. I sat down. 1 Te sat there and he said 'listen to me, J tvon't toth·b .You" (wbispers) /lnd J look at 
him I said to him, 'Come again?' he said to m  'I'm not to/h'hingy01l. I don't knmv wry tbey sent.yotl to me bllt I'm not 
10Ild/injU°I(: " 
4.2. EXPERIENCE OF TREATMENT 
4.2.1 Failure of Surgery 
• \11 five respondents underwent surgery w:ith the aim of treating their initial pain. However the surgery did 
not relieve their pain. 
"BlIt in aI!y case I bad this first op '83, tb~y removed some disl~ whatever and I went home. But illVaJ neJJer,'y0u kl101P, 
abvqys pain. (H) 
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Three out of the five respondents experienced the surgery as making the pain worse. 
"After two, not small operations, it was big operations oftbe upper spine. And cifter two operations I'm Ivorse off than before. 
M related his response to the doctor explaining possible outcomes of surgery: 
" I call live tbat, If/bat's all, you promise me that's all. I can live with tbat. But, now that never materialized, I'm more sore 
than b~fore. It makes me jeel angry. It makes me really an,w)'" (M) 
J nitially Ivhen J bad m..yjirst operation it C!ifedeJ "!y right leg. And it has cifJected both my legs now that I elJcn; J jeel I am 
limping becauJe my left I~fl, is shorter tban "!y right now. (C) 
''Eventually the dist broke into pieces and they had to operate calise it jell onto nerves, so the) had to operate. And then a few 
weeks after the op J bad, um, I had pain cominJ!. on aJ!.ain, "(CD) 
4.2.2. Ambivalence about the surgical intervention. 
"And J discovered ciftenvards from a house dodor that the operation they did wasn't necessary'. (<. ~ F) 
"And at tbe time myfatber didn't wallt me to have the operation" (H) 
4.2.3 Treatment as exhausting and resulting in despair 
Four out of the five respondents expressed that their treatment seemed endless and exhausted them, and 
had then left them with a sense of despair. They had had it all and nothing worked. 
''Um I had all the test,you name it, and 11m epidurals and whatever and I laid there . ... f\JO}V they're been giving me 
epidural, epidural, epidural,you name it I get epidural." (H) 
"But the pain is there, the headaches are there, and I don't knowfrom bere what they intend doing or goinJ!.jrom one doctor, 
like J told this other dodor, that I've seen earlier on, J J!.et sent from a Prof to a neurologist, from the neurologist to see another 
doctor" (C,) 
"Btl/yoll still have the pain there althollgh'yoll do,yoll take medication IIpon medicatioll, its like IVh)1 do YOll still take the 
medication calise the pain isforever there. Pain. So wlJ) must I still, it's like exerting myse!J more. "(C) 
I bad abollt, one I1vo . . .. tbree epidurals, beillg injeded, steroid injected illto JJ!)' spine to alleviate the pain, Ivbieh it didn't, the 
pain came batk And 11m then when I mme here Professor did another pro .. edure. That also didn't help, and a .lim'!)' part of 
whole tbillJ, is every time Jvhen the pain ..ames back, iI's ten timeJ worse. " (Pause) (CD) 
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4.2.4 Treatment as persecutory 
A, patient de~cribed her position on the operating table as "and I was like crucffied'(H), a metaphor of torture, 
Respondents expressed a sense of being acted upon - rather than being active participants in the decisions 
"Now thry're been gimn)!, me epidural, epidural, epidural,you name il 1 gel epidural. "(H) 
"1 )!,el senl Fom a Pro] 10 a net/TOlogisl" (c) 
4.2.5 Experience of Morphine 
Patients experienced morphine as only minimaJJy effective or ineffective, and the causl: of a number of side 
effects, (not all of which relate to side effects known to be caused by morphine) 
'When J take Ihe morphine it first lakes Ihal sharpness awC!) 0] Ihe pain, bul it .'onsislently Ihere, and my hand starts 
swelling along with the pain, then I can't use my hands at all. " (M) 
"You know lakin,~ Ihe morphine il makes me drow!)', and when somelhing makes you drow!)' you either got 10 sit down or 
you got 10 sleep, but bemuse 0] the morpbine tbal take tbat sbarpness mvC!) 0] tbe pain, but/be pain is still Ibere. But lakin)!, 
tbe mOlpbine it doesn't JPorkJor me, That's all, it doesn'l work. Because you no/ taking the morphine for your health 
wbatever, Bu/you've still got tbe response "(M) 
"Cause the morpbine that avoids you oj'doing wbatyoll need 10 do. "(M) 
4.2.6 Treatment perceived to be effective 
Ms C was the onJy respondent who mentioned that a change in her own psychological approach to her 
pain resulted in more effective pain control. 
'1..Astyear in JulY, I attended a pain management clini.; }vhich is an ex.'ellenl tiinie, It helped me tremendollJ/y to .-ope witb 
m)' pain, It laught I(J how to, relaxation programme, how to deal witb mtain stress, and if Groole 5 elm"r could riffer tbose to 
more pain patientJ; chronic palients, it will be a very ,~ood idea. By J',ivingyou todC!) jllSt bow to Ihink positivelY aboll/ yourse!f. 
If ... 11m and not 10 become a pain yourself /0 olher people ': (C) 
Mr GF found the attitude of his caregivers gave him reUef. He differentiates pain in his mind from the pain 
in his body, 
"Between Land ])1'. they .'onlrol my pain. I jeel wben J .-ome 10 them J .rlill have the same pain when I leave but il JII/J,rideJ in 
nry mind be.'tIuse tbry're abJIC!)s posi/i?le at wbat Ihry are Irying to doJor me" (C;1') 
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J ,ocal nerve blocks were found to partially effective, as were the oral analgesics 
When Dr gave me tbe injection there was reliif, not completety but there was relief. No J don't know fJOW stron.~ the injedioll 
wax 2vhatelJer, that he /',ave me. J don't know the strength rif the i'!J"edion btlt there lvas reli~f (M) 
4.2.7 Perception of being used as 'Guinea Pigs' 
Three of the respondents raised examples of incidents that had left them with a sense of being 
experimented on by their doctors. These experiences undennined trust between the doctor and patient and 
left the patient feeling a victim of the medical profession whose main aim was their own agenda, not the 
patients well being. 
Mr M had a concern that his neurosurgeon had performed his procedure for the fIrst time. 
"Ifthis ,~oing to be his jint operationr .. .And that was my (oncern. ThaI was afwt:!)'s my concern and J never said it to him, ] 
nelJer said ilto him at all, bemtlSe if he had any other operations similar to this before, !lhe had done, then J dOll't believe, 
honestly I don't believe that J lvould be suffering like this". (M) 
Ms H speaks of a new imaging technique to which she was exposed and then an experimental operation, 
done as a teaching exercise for junior surgeons. The significance of this for her was that it made her feel 
special to her professor. Later in the course of her illness this same "experimenting" might have 
heightened her anxiety of what could have gone wrong. 
"The machine Ivas comingjrom England and he said you' VB got to sign. It's almost like a guinea pi/!, thing" 
And then about her surgery: 
"It's very delimte its pel]! like usually thl!} sa)l50 to 50"(H) 
\X/hen the doctors were talking about her they referred to her as; 
" 1 "he one with the 1/e1)' dangerous op" and "Prrif used to pbone me to come in jor bis students". (J-l) 
Mr GF felt that the physiotherapists who wanted him to do some exercises were experimenting him on, 
"Leave me alone and stop using me as a bloocfJI guinea pig. " (GF). 
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CD minimised her pain, presumably in order to prevent her family's concern. 
" If t!J~y would ask me "Momm.y wl!y are you limping?" and I'll sqy, "It's just a small neroe pim·hing. " Althougll I know J 
t'CJnnot even step on my one foot." (CD) 
All the respondents mentioned the day to day practical help that they receive from their families. 
" That girl inside - tbat's my wllsin, she t'omes through Jrom BridgetOlvn almosl every dt!) and if this pain iJ down the leg 
she's got to bath me, she's got a shave me" (H) 
"Oms myself, I7!Y children mllst help me dress, or she's (her cousin) gol to help me put on my panty JJ (C). 
4.6 IMPACT OF PAIN ON SELF 
4.6.1 Multiple losses 
Respondents experienced a multitude of losses due to the pain. This included loss of sexual intimacy, 
enjoyment of life, independence and self-image. In adclicion there was financial loss and loss of abilities 
such as memury. 
4.6.1.a Loss of intimacy and enjoyment of life 
"13 or 14. years I've never had sex, nothing" (H) 
I'm onlY be 38 and it's /n(Jtratingjor a woman. I mean I still want 10 e'!i~y life to its Jullest bllt I t'annot do so bet'allSe of the 
pain (( (C) 
4.6.1.b Loss of independence also resulted in loss of privacy: 
"She's got to bath me, she's got a shave me, I'm lvIuslim I've got to be dean." (H) 
" There are times I am reallY down in bed with my bat'k when I cannot even get up to do somethingJor myself. Dress myself, 
nry t'hildren must help . . , " (C) 
4.6.1.c Loss of previously held self-concept 
This was expressed as follows: 
"ReallY, and I'm not that type of person who t'omplains about the pain Ivhatever. I jllsttake what's coming, but it's jllst 
worse. "(M) 
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'l'm very strong, f'm a very strong person, bllt for Ibis 9 years now, I've got weaker. (Silence) It's terrible man. HonestlY, 1 
don't want a person to bave a worry or to .'OJlse or whatever, then it would be Jine Jor a person like tbat. Bllt I'm not that !ype 
oj pmon. 1 'm not that !ype of person at all, that wi?J it worries me so much. }} (M) 
4. 6.1.dLoss of fUnction 
Ms H in particular complained about loss of memory. 
Tha(I' wi?J I can/t, J {tlll't remember, .-an't remember a lot, and then I can't even remember everything." (l-f) 
Other losses mentioned related to practical things like driving, work, walking, and difficulty with parental 
res ponsibili ty. 
"You know I've been driving my own .-ar and whatever and sim'e 1995 I have problems driving in nry own (ar. 1 .'an't sit too 
long. I can't drive too long or and in 1994 I had 10 give up my work .·ause I .. ouldn'llake it a,!)more, I {Ouldn'tlake it 
a'!)more (M) and I'm 110t able to do a lot jor me}} (lJ) 
'catltyotl've still gOlthe responsibilities at home, that's what I'm sqying. I'm a Jatber I've still got tbose resp0nJ'ibilities." (M) 
4.6. 1. e. Financial losses 
Four of the six respondents mentioned the financial strain associated with their illness. 
'13t1t you/lle still got the respomibilities at home, that's lvhal I'm sqying. and it's very Jrustratingfor one, espe.ialIY I have 2 
children whi .. h are very young still. I married, I'm not working, and I've alwqys worked before, and 1 don't. There are times I 
jeel useless because I cannot contribute towards my familY". Silmfe. ''}<lnamiaIIY?'' "Yes'~ (CD) 
I'"e lift my job whatever. It's onlY monry going out - there's no money coming in, bemuse of my health. I'm trying to get the 
things but it jllst doesn't work Jar one befaUJe oj "!y health, and aah, I don't know. I'm onlY hoping. .. (M) 
"/lnd it has qffided both my legs nOJv that I even, I ]eel I am limping bmmse my lift leg is shorler than IJ!)' right nOll'''. (C) 
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4.6.2 Gains 
4.6.2.a.Maturity - survived triple back op 
Ms H saw herself as a survivor. She related being referred to as "Tbe one witb tbe very danj!,erous op" 
She is able to affirm herself in tenns of her ability to withstand surgery. 
''}<or a womall tbat bad sucb a, 3 double Jpine operations,you've got willpower. You're one belluva fantastic woman. YOII've 
got willpOlver. /I 
'Tbis is my life alld I'm 1I0t going to give it up for mryborfy" (H) 
4.7. THE FUTURE 
Living with the fact that the pain was incurable was a burden and talk of the future was met with 
pessimism in all the respondents. 
"I know I will bave pain like people bave been tellillg me, pf?ysiotherapists, prrifesson, dodors, whoever, tbat I will have pain 
for tbe rest of nry life. I will have the pain for the next, next 20 years, next 30 years - I don't knOlv, Jvhicb is a very, very sad 
tbing to think of "(C) 
" .... Makes the flltllre look very bleak jor you, very dim, tbere's nothingjor you, but ah that's }V~y I dOll't let my mind 
wonder about it anymore" (CD). 
"Because I, actuallY I'm onlY 40 years old. I've still got my whole life in front of me, whatever. And I cannot, its so frustrating 
for me not to do what to do. And I mean I've got responsibilities. "(M) 
'There are that I Ivant to take my gun and put it to my head and blow my head off "(GF) (mention again in "the future ': 
4.8. THE DOCTOR-PATIENT RELATIONSHIP 
Given that these interviews were conducted in the building of Groote Schuur Hospital just outside the pain 
clinic, it might have been difficult for patients to speak frankly about their negative feelings towards the 
medical profession. Despite this, negative experiences were commonly expressed, and ranged from what 
seemed to be simple misunderstanding, to perceived maliciousness on the part of the doctor. 
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This research is about the experience of pain and its management exclusively from the patients' 
perspective. It does not attempt/ claim to give an objective account of the interaction between doctors and 
patients at the clinic. The interviewer did not specifically ask about dissatisfaction with caregivers, or about 
relationships with caregivers. The following responses were volunteered when inquiry was made into the 
patients' experiences of pain. 
4.8.1 Specific relationship difficulties. 
Some patients had quite specific ways of relating. 
Ms H related to doctors as either good or bad. The professor was her good experience of a doctor/parent 
and most of the other doctors were experienced as bad. Prof looked after her but all the others betrayed 
and misled her. 
'jllst do the op, Prf!!, man. So be said )011 reallY gotfaith in me', so I said 'I do. I've got faith ill YOH. Alld YOH did the iirst 
op and it was fine. (I T) 
Ms C experienced a power struggle with her doctor. The doctor responded to her refusal of a regional 
block by refusing to believe the validity of her pain. She saw the doctor-patient relationship as adversarial. 
She even refused to see any counsellors for fear of being construed by the doctors as mad. 
'That's wf?y I onlY want to see Prif. I OIlIY want to see Prof to do a epidural 011 me. Alld evCl/ like this dodor, he told me one 
dqy I do not need a'!y medicatioll. I told him '''Dr, bHt I do, I bave pain. Btlt I riftlse the i,!jedions'. 1 said 'bllt I dOll't want 
them bei'aJfSe thry made me worse'. Tbat's wlJ) when I don't see Prof, I'lljust ask them for medication." (C) 
4.8.2 Negative Experiences of Health Care Professionals 
4.8.2.3 Perceived Betrayal by Carers 
Four of the five patients expressed a sense of having been betrayed or misled by the staff. One patient felt 
that the surgeon had misinformed him about the risk-benefits of surgery. 
''And YON knOlv, wbat was said never materialized I?J tbe dodor, what I was told. He said the only problem YOII will have 
10% different jeeling illtbe right hand. I said, I (an live with that, if that's all,yoN promise me that's all. 1 can live wit/) t!Jat. 
Btlt, now that never materialized, I'm more sore than before. " (!vI) 
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Mrs C perceived antagonism between the patients and staff at the clinic. She felt that the carers in the 
clinic "dimmed the patients behind their bal'kj" and that the nurses prejudice the doctors against the patients 
that they see as having a bad attitude. It is uncertain whether she was referring to the multidisciplinary team 
discussions that take place at the end of each clinic. 
"Tn the pain dini.· here, U m one patim! get dismssed with another dodor and I don't think it's sometbing good, espe.iaJIY like 
today I've seen it, whidl is not good, whi .. h is not good Bual/se one person lviiI, before I go and see tbis dodor tbey will warn 
this dodor alreatIY about my attitude, although I don't have an attitllde problem." (C) She believes that this has broken 
the trust between patient and doctor. 
4.8.2.h Lack of trust in the doctor 
Mrs C spoke about the difficulty of being a patient with expectations of one's doctor to help in one 
vulnerability and yet not to be able to trust that the doctor has the patients' well being as the highest 
priority. 
"You .-an build a gap betweenyou and the doctor and not be honest about it. Even like this one patient here, she doesn't co-
operate with people. Bel'aJlJe you do not have that dOdor-patient trust a'!J longer . ... then you've still got to deal with your 
pain. Then you've got to depend on [them). " (C) 
She said that she purposely holds things back in her interaction with her doctor because she might say 
something that is later used against her. 
"Even like with this doctor I pretended, I pretended a lot. I don't speak openlY because I might just tell him something". (C) 
4.8.2.c Doctors perceived as dishonest / malicious / devious 
Mr M believed that his doctor lied to him. He proposed two possible scenarios. Either he was not warned 
of the risks involved in his surgery or when things went wrong on the operating table he was not informed. 
He feels that honesty would have been far easier to handle than these lies. He says that he could 
understand if the doctor made a mistake and would forgive him. It is the perceived dishonesty that he is 
unable to resolve. He wishes that he had the courage to go and meet with his surgeon and tell him this, but 
years have past and he never has. 
'lPbv wn't time people be,yotf kIlOW, be honeJt. IJyou are honest and somelhing happens to me cifterwards I williealle il at 
thai. Btl! be hOliest! Be reallY bonest. And I believed in whal he said because he is the dodor. He is the neurosurgeon . . And if 
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he did sometbing wrong, if he, if /Je, if he mn be open with me ... I've done sometbing wrong. I lied I did somet/Jing wrong. I 
mean thaI's not the end if the world" (M) 
Ms H also believes that her doctors have lied to her .She reporteclly had her suspicions conflrtned when a 
psychologist working in the pain clinic asked her why the doctors had not told her the truth . When she 
tried to mention this to the doctors they did not want to talk about it. She reports her conversation with 
the psychologist as follows: 
"!Vf?y did tb~y lie to you?" And I looked al him and I said 10 him "Whal do you mean?" And he said to me "Wly did they 
lie to you? "(H) 
Mr GF believes that the surgeon purposefully called him in for surgery while his house doctor was on 
leave, because he knew that his GP disagreed about the necessity of the procedure. Because he signed 
consent before the surgery he believes he has no case against the surgeon. 
"Bemllse Ihe pl!Jsidan that was trealing me Dr. 5, he wrole Dr. L a letter. I've got a copy if the letter at home. It sqys please 
don't do tbe operation I first want to treat Mr.E 10 see if we can't alleviate the problem. And Dr. 5 wenl on leave and Dr L 
phoned me, be sqys "lookyolI'd better (Ome in now. He did my operation. So me and the mediml prrifwion most times aren't 
very goodfriends'o "(Cf) 
Ms H believes her pain was caused by something that went wrong in theatre that the doctors are not telling 
her. Sht.: believes that they are hiding evidence from her and has attempted litigation. 
"Now please wby don't Ihey tell me that something is wrong ... . the dor/ors are hiding something? lv!Y folder got lost in Groote 
Schuur. (5 anaJtic tone). You want to know more? iv[y folder got lost. I'm living on a folder now that's onlY in from 1994, I 
went to a lauyet; I Ivanled to make a (ase and I dropped it. It's not worth it man. Calise whats Ivhats wbats.'" (H) 
Mrs C suspected that after the doctors have sent her from one specialist to another, and none have been 
able to help her, they would then dismiss her as crazy 
"I get sent/rom a Prif 10 a nt!llrologist,/rom tbe lleur%gistto see another dodor, and then to a p[Jcbiatrist and t/Jm to a 
p[Jchologist, and at the end of the dc!) they're going to tellme,you're nutty or you're looney, bemuse it bas aj/eded ll1)1 mind." 
(C) 
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Ms r I recalled an incident after her final operation when her doctor refused to believe that she had pain. 
He ignored her when she was trying to explain herself and discharged her. She went home and her pain 
became excruciating. 
"l J·aid to him, 'dodor my leji side is paining.' He said to me (she relates this in an aggressive abrupt loud voice) " 
Jt'syollr Joot tbot pain. You're imaginingyour spine is paining". So J said 10 him "No, J knollllvhen I've got spine pain. 
This is nry JPine that's paining. "[Ie said to me "It's your Joot, but she's discharged." They senl me home, that's the Fn·dqy. 
And I went home and J lIIas paining and paining. " (H) 
Ms H describes her position on the theatre table as being ",;ucified'. Her choice of words seems descriptive 
of how she felt. She made two further poignant comments about her treatment and the resultant pain. 
They speak for themselves; 
"They took aJvqy everything." 
"Damn you. J Jeel robbed. " (H) 
Mr GF believed that a blood transfusion given against his will caused his septicaemia and subsequent mal-
union that is the cause of his chronic pain. 
"Dr K came in and he sqys, "Oh, by the wqy I've got a pint oj blood that you've got 10 take." I sqys, "Dr. I don'llIIant 
blood" So he SqJIJ to the nurse, the sister, he sC!Js, "give it to him a'!Yway" so she went to put a drip into my vein/'. 
The health care professionals here were perceived as blatantly violating patient autonomy. 
LVIr GF described the physiotherapists, who were trying to get him to exercise, as sadistic. I Ie was in severe 
pain and felt that they continued to push him further. He believed that they actually caused severe damage 
to his sternum by continuing work on him. 
"I am doing this and the tears are running dOllln my jace. And thry 're sqying "Once more Mr. P, Once more Mr. F." II is a 
sitkening thought, J thought thaI they lIIere bloo& sadists making me do that." (GF) 
4.B.2.d Health Care Givers perceived as Abandoning 
Mr M who has experienced his surgery as a failure is now convinced that his surgeon is trying to avoid him. 
IIe has seen his doctor walking away from him down the corridors of the hospital and is sure that this is 
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purposeful avoidance. r Ie feels angry, rejected and abandoned. He believes that if only he could meet up 
with his doctors and talked with honesty about what happened at the surgery, they would understand each 
other again, trust would be restored and it would feel okay. 
''/lnd what hurt me mure than ever, is that qjier the operation he's trying to avoid me at all mst. He's been sending me all 
over the ,rhow trying to avoid me. He sent me to the pain dinil~". Later he says: "be tllTllS the other way, whi.'h makes me 
foe! bad," and "I'm silling with the problem and he is avoiding it". (M) 
Ms H expected thL: professor whom she knew, and who had operated on her previously, to do the 
operation. Instead another surgeon performed her surgery. In theatre when she asked where her doctor 
was her question was ignored. 
''Noboc!Y answered me and then 11m, the op was done. " 
It is worth noting that it is after this minor surgery for a foot ganglion that her original back problem 
suddenly deteriorates and her chronic pain starts. 
"Now wf?y didn't she phone me and ((Jl1l'eI the op? YOII get my point. She muld have phoned me and said, "Mrs H, Itsten we 
.anallcd the op." / lnd she gave nry op to another dodor and then afterwards the pain, I was so in severe pain. "(H) 
4. B.2.e. Health carers perceived as conspiring together against patients 
Mrs H later reported two separate experiences, one with a physiotherapist and then later with a 
psychologist, of being informed in a conspiratorial manner of the true cause of her pain. To make matters 
worse both these carers were about to leave public service work. This enforces her idea that now that they 
are leaving (her), they can risk speaking the truth. This truth is that the doctors have caused the problem 
and they are not telling her what happened, 
"50 he mid to me "I'm leaving here I'm going on my OIvn pn'vate prodice. " Now wI!) do thry do that to me? This pl!JJio did 
that to me, and now the p.syrhologist IS also doing that. " 
'50 he said, " Do you not know what you've got? Do yOIl know what is wrong with you?" (lnlTCdlllous voire) 50 I said, "MII 
th~y Jaid 10 me tIIlstable lower bark, or Ivhatever". So he said to me " Your J/Jine,yotfr 100ver bark is broken. YOI/'ve got a 
broken lower bOlA" (Earh word emphasized). Bewuse you see Mrs H, whatever happened in the theatre, 1 don't know" (H). 
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4.8.2.f Doctors perceived as rude 
Mrs C calJed the doctors ruue. When she did not want to have further treatment that the doctors were 
offering, the ductor felt upset and treated her in a way she perceived as rude. 
" [-Ie lVaJ very mde to me one day, he lVas very upset JVith me because I told him I refuse to have" [the injections]. and 
"That dodors are lJery mde. One person even IVrote a letter to the minister of Health". (C) 
4.8.2.g. Caregivers perceived as Rejecting 
Ms H mentioned at least six times in her interview different incidents when her health carers had told her 
that they did not want to touch her. She experienced these words as rejecting of her. Here the use of the 
words "this patient" distance and objectify her. She describes her Doctor saying: 
"We don't lVant this patient here, son:/' (emphasized & emphatic)." Send her back to lVard Jllhere she came from". (1 I) 
And then years later when she goes to see her trusted professor, after the failed surgery by another doctor 
and this is how she remembers the conversation. 
'''Listen to me, " I 1V0n't tout'h YOII, (lVbispers) And I look at him I said to him, 'Come again?' [Ie said to me "I'm 110t 
to/U·hingyou. I don't knolV lV~y they sent YON to me bllt I'm not tOI{t'hingyoJl. I'm sendingyoll BA CK (emphasized) to the 
pain dinit'. Because there's nothing that can be done jor you". (In a vindictive whisper). ''Bealltiful he". (.fr) 
The intonations and emphasis with which she said this make it apparent that this was an emotionally 
charged issue and touched a very deep rejected place within her. 
4.8.2.h. A doctor always knows what's right 
Ms H initially believed her doctor to be infallible .. She discounted her own symptoms because she 
understood her doctor to be denying them. She developed her own silent understanding of the cause of 
her pain and her symptoms deteriorated. 
"Listen to your dodor, bemuse a dodo,. a/ways know IVhat's right." (Assertively) (H). 
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4.8.3. Positive Experiences of Health Carers 
Mrs C mentioned a doctor whom she experienced as empathic. Cnfortunately this doctor had left. She 
expressed appreciation for the experience: 
" Bemuse she is a person wlth l'Ompassion. She jeels the pain you Jeel becallse she is a migraine st1Jerer. S be know what it is to 
have a little hit if pain and I think its because she's a JlJoman too. She handles the palient better. [lnJorlunatelY that's my 
point if vieu/(C). 
Ms H spoke of her relationship with her professor as one that meant a lot to her. She trusted him to do 
what she perceived as major experimental spinal surgery. All went well but then he handed her over to 
another doctor. She spoke with warmth about him as "my prof', and described how he touched her as he 
said goodbye. 
"He said "yoll reallY gal jaith in me", so I said" I do. I've gol Jaith in you". 
" Prrif, my prif is still standing tbere, Prif louch me, He said, "Mrs H, I Pllt YOll in good bands. Dr M is going to do the op 
Joryou." So I said, "well tballkyoll Pnif."(H) 
Ms H became the professors' special patient and she recalled his praise of her: 
"You're one belluva jantastic woman. You've got wilIpOlver." 
Mr GF loves his two health carers at the pain clinic. They have rescued him from other practitioners who 
would have done him harm in his opinion and he is very grateful. 
'1've go/two heroes in my life Dr. Band L I love those two to death" 
He passionately told of how merely experiencing their care relieved his psychic pain, even if the physical 
pain remained unchanged. 
"IJeel when I l'Ome to them I still have the same pain when I leave bllt it SIIbsides in my mind bemuse they're a/w(!)Is positivI! 
at what they are t~ying to do jor me". (G/:') 
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4.9. PATIENTS' EXPECTATIONS OF DOCTORS 
This category is probably the crux of the issue when examining the intricate issue of the doctor/patient 
relationship. The respondents had all experienced a change in their expectations of their doctors during the 
course of their illnesses. 
Some patients had ideas of how they could address grievances. 
4.9.1 To Talk it out Honestly 
Mr M had a wish to finally meet up with his surgeon and speak his truth. He had modest expectations of 
doctors now in relation to helping his pain. 
" What I real!y want to do is reallY to, to, to make an appointment 10 see him and have a chat. This is what I want to do. 
This is real!l' lvhal I wanted. Andget out, Ihat Ollt oj my .ryslem whidJ I've been having alilhe time" (M). 
"I've got some hope now when this dodor spoke to me, saying thaI he'd try to get the pain Ollt oj my borfy. "(Nt) 
4.9.2. Doctors as Helpless 
Ms CD has not been mentioned in this chapter yet because she did not bring up issues related to the 
doctor/ patient relationship. She did however believe that, at times, doctors had nothing further to add to 
relievl: her pain. Both from her regular clinic doctors and from the emergency unit doctors there are times 
when she realised that they cannot help her. 
"What is the lise oj going to hospital if they are going to give me exadIY the same thing?" 
"And I jllst Ihou,e,ht, now, wbat's the use oj goiflg ba(k now and telling the dodO!: The pain IS batk "(CO) 
4.9.3. Doctors as fallible - but honestly so 
Mr GF was very appreciative that his doctor would admit when he did not know what to offer next. He 
did not expect that his doctor would know all the answers. 
" Look I'm going to do a little bit of researd) and I'll get bat'k to YOII. "(Gl'j 
Mr GF also had the view that doctors are not omnipotent and he has accepted that they are not able to 
offer him a cure for his pain. He quoted his doctor as saying: 
"'Look there's nothing, th~y (an dofor you'. So now I've a((epted thejad" (Gr~). 
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4.9.4. Doctors should be honest, humble, and realistic 
Mr M felt strongly that doctors should be honest and only what they were competent to do. Doctors 
should be brave enough to admit their failures to their patients. Doctors are human and so do make 
mistakes too. They should not avoid patients whom they have not managed to cure. 
'1 don't knolV". be's got to be honest witb me as weIr 
Mr M mentioned seven times how he hoped that the doctors at the pain clime woulJ be able to offer him 
some relief. He did however expect his doctors to be realistic about what they had to offer him, even if it 
was modest. 
n . . . Hope that Dr MB and the other dollors can do sometbing. I don't expect to be 100% well. But at least just get some if 
this pain awqy. That's all 1 need The othel'pain I can live with. " (Jv1) 
"YOII know 1 can't J',lIaralltee YOII nothing at all. I .. an't perbaps guarantee you a little hint if relief if pain" or Ivbatever. Btlt 
be honest! Be reallY honeJ"I. "(lv£) 
This concludes this research's presentation of results. Conclusions are drawn in the next and final chapter. 
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Chapter 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter discusses the broad range of findings detailed in the previous chapter. After touching on 
my personal experience of conducting this research limitations of this study are discussed. This chapter 
then moves on to elaborate upon the four major themes that emerged from the grouped findings. 
These themes are ;(1) the experience of being in chronic pain, (2) and of treatment, (3) the doctor-
patient relationship and (4) patients' expectations of doctors. When dealing with these important 
themes, I attempt to draw conclusions and then recommend interventions. Some discussion then 
follows, tying the themes together into what is termed here, "the shadow of modern medicine". 
Recommendations for future research are then ventured. The chapter is concluded with a tentative 
schema representing the cycle of chronic pain. 
5.1. MY EXPERIENCE OF THE RESEARCH 
This research was difficult as I was faced with stories of intense suffering - not only of the physical pain, 
but the emotions elicited by the pain. I heard stories that sounded incomprehensible, portraying my 
chosen profession in ways ranging from ineffective to cruel and malicious. I struggled between feeling 
sensitivity to my respondents, to protective towards my colleagues and cynical about the truth of what I 
was hearing. I had to remind myself that I was there to explore the subjective reality of the patients in 
order to have a better understanding of their experiences, and not to record objective data. 
This black hole of intense negative emotion made this research aversive and draining for me as 
researcher. At times I was left wondering how to make sense of this, how I could respond in any way 
creatively, or helpfully to this barrage. I wondered if this was how so many caregivers before me had 
felt - and how this might have affected their doctor-patient relationship. It might be easier to just 
switch off, to avoid sitting with the human suffering expressed by patients who experienced chronic 
pain. In some way interacting with the patients and then rereading the scripts multiple times, reliving 
that experience, has felt as though it has changed me, leaving a sense of horror at the level of suffering 
experienced. 
5.2. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
5.2.1. Limitations of Methodology 
The initial pilot study altered the early aims and objectives of this research. The initial plan had been to 
usc a semi-structured interview to examine paradigm shifts in chronic pain sufferers. The question I 
had wanted to ask was whether the ability to make a paradigm shift from perceiving the pain as having 
an outer locus of control to perceiving an inner locus of control is related to symptom control. Despite 
the months I had spent observing consultations in the pain clinic prior to conducting interview:" 
nothing proved more informative thus far than getting started. 
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For some patients the locus of control issue seemed relevant but not in the rational, logical fashion I 
had expected. One patient's perceived near death experience, which from a biomedical point of view 
was not in fact, near death, did result in a paradigm shift for him. He said, "suddenly things were more 
acceptable for me" and he went on to say he was saved by "trying to take control of the little bit of 
control that you still have" (HB). (This patient was interviewed in the pilot study and not included in 
the study sample), This said, for most patients, the locus of control seemed an irrelevant issue. For 
example; those with a better-deftned biological reason for their pain, like chronic pancreatitis, who are 
managed fairly successfully w.ith coeliac plexus nerve blocks or epidural analgesia - feelings of despair 
and depression were often expressed. For other patients' issues of betrayal and mistrust of doctors, 
feelings of anger, inter-alia, seemed far more accessible than issues of locus of control. I realised then 
that I had to broaden my approach in order to better understand the experience of chronic pain. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, those questions arising from MJ's story, were found to be limiting 
when applied at a more general level to chronic pain patients. In the initial pilot questionnaire, it felt 
more as if I were examining some fmer detail before the entire picture had been viewed. On reflection 
perhaps it might be true that those patients who had taken on a more internal locus of control would 
not be attending the pain clinic). 
At a general level then, it seemed more reasonable t  enquire whether people experiencing chronic pain 
represent our failures as modern medicine? If as a priori assumption we accepted that this is largely the 
case; that medical practitioners are failing to deal with an experience that is immeasurable in 
quantitative terms (because of its inher nt subjectivity and complexity) the broader task at hand was 
one that sought to understand the suffering of those in chronic pain - rather than trying to answer 
questions at a fmer level of detail. Instead I needed to ftrst understand the stories of people living with 
chronic pain. 
This alternative view corroborates with Morris (1991) who invites researchers to dialogue with patients 
about the meaning of their pain in general, rather than posing questions to patients based on a 
predeftned script of questions focussed on a narrow set of research objectives. 
Returning to the literature on qualitative research, it was apparent that this reworking of the research 
questiun often forms part and parcel of this type of research. The need to go backwards and forwards 
between the raw data and the process of conceptualisation is part of the research process - thus making 
sense of the data throughout the period of data collection. 
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5.2.2. The Sample 
In retrospect, both the research site and the inclusion criteria resulted in a very specific and unique 
group of patients selected for interviews. The criterion of patients "well-known" to the clinic meant 
that they were patients who had either attended for a longer time or were "well-known" because of their 
personalities. The criterion that the patient should have an interesting Story further characterises the 
group. 
Another inclusion criterion, that the respondents had previously been seen by the clinic psychiacrist, 
rather then implying that they were in the process of exploring the psychological aspects of their pain, 
may well have reflected rather that someone felt that they suffered from a co-morbid psychiatric 
problem. 
In addition, rather than selecting a broad range of patients, all informants suffered from pain that had 
not been relieved or had been worsened by surgery. To this extent four of the five respondents had 
undergone back surgery. 
The sample therefore was a group of patients, well-known to a pain clinic, who had had unsuccessful 
surgery and who had attended a psychiatrist. This should be taken into account when looking at the 
findings. 
5.2.3. Interview location 
Interviews were conducted at the pain clinic. This, together with the fact that the e interviewer was a 
doctor, may have inhibited patients from giving negative comments about their care. Although results 
seem to show that patients were not inhibited in this way, perhaps even stronger views might have been 
expressed elsewhere. 
5.2.4. Validity 
Analysed data from individual respondents was not taken back to them for verification. The reason for 
this was the considerable logistical difficulties involved. 
5.3. THE PAIN EXPERIENCE 
The descriptors used by patients for their experience were prolific and were expressed with marked 
emotional intensity - in words, tone and body language. Stories were emotionally charged and often 
extremely dramatic - such as descriptions of pain driving the person to insanity and for one, even the 
thought of violent suicide. All the respondents left me with an impression of pain being pervasive in 
their lives. Not a single aspect of their lives had been untouched and the pain was relentless. Not even 
sleep provided relief, and all found the pain experience alienating. 
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5.3.1. Insomnia. 
Nl respondents mentioned the suffering and frustration caused by inability to sleep at night. Poor sleep 
has been proved to be a cause of pain (fibromyalgia) and a good night's sleep improves one's ability to 
cope with pain. Management of insomnia by both medical and non-medical means needs (0 be 
addressed in the management of chronic pain. 
5.3.2. Helplessness. 
In this sample, patients saw pain as an external force against which they felt helpless. Images of pain 
were of mechanical problems in the body, often in the context of relationships with health professionals 
having gone soured. Respondents saw health professionals as people who acted "on" rather than "with" 
them. Patients often saw themselves as both victims of the pain and the health professionals. In one 
situation, the doctor reacted with some hostility when a patient refused the regional block that he 
offered. The challenge is for joint decision-making in which the patient is an active member of the 
pain-management team. This may be more difficult with certain personality types, including those with 
high levels of emotional dependency. 
I am also left wondering how the locus of control relates to chronic pain sufferers. In the instance 
whereby people who perceive that they are controlled by an external locus because they have not 
participated in theirhealrh decisions - could the bad experiences suffered have reinforced the victim 
mind-set? 
The converse too seems to have a ring of truth. The two patients who functioned best interpersonally 
mentioned that their own control played a part in managing their pain. One mentioned how she was 
still in control of her life, despite the pain. She also mentioned that she had choices as to how to 
respond to her life, and choosing a positive response helped her pain. Possibly it was these individuals' 
responses that have facilitated rewarding interpersonal relating, or perhaps those with sustaining 
relationship do better in managing their pain. Regardless, emotional isolation and chronic pain do 
appear to feed off one another. 
5.3.3. Isolation and alienation from family and friends 
Pain is a lonely experience. "They don't feel your pain, they don't go through your pain". Trying to 
protect one's family by hiding the extent of one's pain can enhance the loneliness. Similarly the 
patient's irritability, which may be their response to pain and loss of sleep, can alienate the family. 
Family members are required to take on the personal care of the patient as well as their tasks. Some 
refuse, such as the husband who ignored his wife's pain and refused to take on even making a cup of 
tea. 
Family-oriented management could address this isolation. The patient can be helped to communicate 
their experience of pain with their family in a clear way that releases the family from the burden of 
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responsibility for the pain or its relief (i.e. it does not sound like "complaining".) In view of the 
burdens already placed on the family members by the need to help the patient with basic tasks and the 
taking on of new roles, family-oriented care could also help to distribute the load appropriately and 
prevent the development of overburdening individuals and family dysfunction. The balance between 
helping and inappropriately encouraging the sick role needs to be weighed up. 
5.3.4. Metaphors and images 
Pain was seen as something acting on one - an enemy- that can overcome one if one does not ward it 
off. Expressive therapies could be used to enhance this view as being external and also allow the person 
to give it a name and shape in order to control it and reinforce it as something acting on one rather 
than defining whom one is. Some respondents referred to themselves as "the one with the very dangerous 
op" or "I'm a mature, grown woman, I've had three double spine operations". 
Mechanical descriptions such as "eventually the disc broke into pieces", "my spine collapsed in theatre", 
[that lump is] 'a bundle of nerves", indicate a simplistic view of how the body functions 
5.3.5. Despair with the pain, with the management 
A major learning from this research is the depth of the despair expressed. The despair was with. the pain 
and with the interventions (such as epidurals), which have not helped. Referral from doctor to doctor 
with no relief forthcoming was also a cause of despair. Visions of the future were bleak. "/ will have the 
pain for the rest of my life. / will have the pain for the next 20 years, next 30 years -/ don't know which is 
very, very sad thing to think of' C 
Although respondents mentioned many emotions, the most difficult and potentially dangerous one was 
the despair: dangerous because ideas such as suicide were mentioned and difficult because despair can 
be easily transmitted between patient and doctor. The doctor's ability to deal with the patient's sense of 
despair requires a conscious self-awareness of his or her feelings. This is vital in order to avoid power 
struggles with patients, and eventual burnout. It requires us to maintain empathic understanding of the 
despair the patient is feeling, while avoiding over-identification. The doctor also needs to cope with his 
or her own sense of despair. This is not easy when the patient's pain persists despite the use of all 
known techniques. Perhaps docrors need (0 accept that there are patients for whom very little can be 
done, but to be a witness to their pain. This said, to acknowledge that "doing nothing", is doing 
something, in meeting the patients intense need for pain acknowledgment. 
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5.3.6. The Need for Acknowledgement 
A theme that came up in some guise in every interview was the need for the pain experience to be 
acknowledged and / or witnessed. This finding is consistent with other research (Seers & Friedl, 1996). 
When we feel unheard, we tend to talk more loudly or we stop talking altogether. So for patients with 
chronic pain , perhaps their pain behaviour is a way of "talking louder" and the despair and depression 
set in when they choose to "stop talking". Patients with chronic feel unseen and unheard. "Your 
husband cannot help you, your children cannot help you, you just grow forther from them. But how it's not 
easy for people to say if they are not in your position. They don't feel you pain, they don't go through your 
pain, it's a totally difficult." Acknowledging the pain relieves the loneliness of suffering. The person's 
pain becomes "seen". 
Being acknowledged allows containment. Much like the experience of a child who requires validation 
of its feeling reality from the mother in order to make sense of it, the chronic pain-sufferer longs for 
validation of their particular experience. The health carer and the immediate family playa pivotal role 
in bearing witness to the suffering and / or acknowledging it. Failure to d  so can serve ultimately to 
undermine this relationship. 
The acknowledgment that GF received from his wife helped him to make sense of his suffering and 
even find meaning in being the clinic clown, humouring the other patients. In contrast, H and CO, 
who had not experienced validation of their pain, were left floundering in anger and hurt. Chad 
reached a further stage in the processing of the experience where she could hold and validate her own 
experience of the pain. She mentioned that regardless of others' response to her pain she knew that her 
pain was real and she would defend herself against if required. This style of response would align with 
that of an emotionally healthy adult. This research thus suggests that heath carers could help their 
patients by validating their experience of the pain as real. Possibly with enough mirroring of this over 
time, much like a child with enough emotional mirroring moves from dependence to independence, 
carers can facilitate such a move in their patients. 
This idea derives from the psychoanalytic work of Wilfred Bion (1962) on "container-contained" 
relations. In this model the mother's mind acts as a container for her infant's projective identifications 
and in so doing, she is receiving her infant's unbearable and distressing emotions. In so doing she 
enables her infant to successfully deal with difficult feelings, providing her infant with the foundation to 
develop a capacity to think; in other words to deal with psychic reality. 
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5.4. THE EXPERIENCE OF TREATMENT 
5.4.1. Surgical Intervention 
Ambivalence around surgery was evident. One person had a father who opposed surgery and another's 
GP seemed to be against it. One person described the surgery with a sense of flippancy saying, "They 
removed some disc, whatever and J went home ': 
Another perception around surgery, which also undermined trust, or was perhaps an expression of 
mistrust, involved patients feeling "experimented upon". 
All of the respondents underwent surgery with the expectation that it would help their pain. For each, 
this proved not be the outcome. One respondent believed that unnecessary surgery had caused his 
pain, and another three believed that surgery had made their pain even worse. It is well documented 
that scar tissue post back-surgery can cause chronic pain. As Dr Talbot says from her personal 
expenence; 
"Only after many consultations and investigations did I pick up a book and read about Postdiskotomie-
Syndrom. I then began to understand that, although the nerve roots were not damaged directly by the surgery, 
they were now encased in a web of scar tissue causing pain and spasm every time this was rweaked enough by 
movements of the spine and legs. (2002, 985)" 
It is impossible, and probably irrelevant to determine whether physical damage or psychosomatic 
causes, or both, were responsible for the chronic pain of these respondents. What does emerge quite 
clearly however is that surgical intervention failed to relieve the pain of all patients interviewed and that 
doctors and patients need to develop mechanisms to deal with this. 
Two of the respondents mentioned that the initial cause of their pain was not known. This was either 
then, when the doctors were uncertain of the cause, or, because the patients had not understood the 
cause. As in the case of research by Seer's & Friedl (1996) and Siegal (1990), this work highlights the 
importance of the patient being psychologically ready for surgical intervention. Either surgical training 
needs to incorporate this aspect of assessing patient readiness, or patients that are suspected as being 
ambivalent need specific specialized assessment and counselling prior to surgery. 
Four out the five respondents expressed their rreatment as "endless", "exhausting" or leaving them with 
"a sense of despair". Many expressed powerful feelings of actually being harmed. 
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5.4.2. Morphine 
In this group of patients, morphine was found to be ineffective against the severity of the pain and have 
unacceptable side effects - mainly drowsiness, which further limited the patients' abilities to function. 
5.4.3. Pain Management Courses 
One intervention that was striking in its perceived effectiveness was a pain management course that one 
respondent attended at the pain clinic. She recommended it highly for more patients. It was not clear 
whether the other respondents had attended but had not benefited, or never attended this course. The 
literature confirms that similar courses have been assessed and found to be highly effective. 
Intensive "quality of life" sessions using a psychosomatic model have been found to be effective in 
reducing pain (Ventegodt et. ai, 2003.) 
A ten-week stress reduction and relaxation programme using mindfulness-based meditation for 90 
patients with chronic pain showed statistically significant reductions in pain (Kabat-Zinn et ai, 1985). 
In addition the patients showed statistically significant reductions in negative body image, inhibition of 
activity by pain, symptoms, mood disturbance and psychological symptoms including anxiety and 
depression. Patients were able to reduce their pain-related medications, increased their levels of activity 
and experienced improved self-esteem. A control group of patients with chronic pain, who each 
received traditional pain management, did not show these changes. At fifteen months the group were 
shown to have maintained their improvements in all, but the present-moment experience of pain. 
This feedback from the respondent in the study and the above evidence form a strong recommendation 
which needs to be taken up. This will require staff to be trained in running such groups. 
5.4.4. Coping with Pain 
Besides one respondent mentioned above who attended a pain management course, and some people 
trying a bit of exercise, or reading, there were few self-coping strategies mentioned. This was true even 
for Mr GF, despite his firm belief that the mind controls the body. 
This leads one to believe that self-coping techniques do not arise very spontaneously for this sample of 
patients. Perhaps learned helplessness has been used as a coping mechanism, given the political 
situation in the past. It supports the idea that self-coping skills need to be taught and encouraged. This 
relates back to Pill and Stott's work on learning, which states that if a person's concept is that illness is 
caused by an external phenomenon; they are unlikely to view personal responsibility as important. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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5.4.5. Impact on self - Losses 
Given the number of losses experienced by patients with chronic pain, one can accept that much 
grieving is happening. Depression is therefore likely. Grieving in itself needs to be acknowledged and 
supported as with any illness associated with loss (e.g. amputation). Perhaps this is a crucial aspect of 
pain management. The greatest loss is that of pain-free living, of going about our daily tasks in relative 
comfort. Like bereavement this may require spiritual guidance. Few patients mentioned spiritual 
aspects Why me? What is the meaning of this pain?, Where is God? 
As these are universal questions, it is perhaps surprising that they weren't mentioned. 
Is there a need for spiritual counsellor at a pain clinic for pain that is not related to a terminal illness? 
5.4.6. Financial losses 
Financial losses further impact on self-esteem, quality of life and stress. These were mentioned by every 
respondent. "There are times I feel useless because I cannot contribute towards my family" CD. Even if the 
person gets a disability grant, R740 per month is insufficient. 
5.5. THE DOCTOR/PATIENT RELATIONSHIP 
Given the circumstances in which these patients found themselves, (i.e. the quality of their lives 
significantly compromised by the intervention of doctors), it is not surprising that their relationships 
with doctors were characterised by loss of trust, feelings of betrayal and anger. However there seems to 
be more than simply that. Ms H's story certainly had some bizarre elements to it, and I quote from 
field notes. "I was afraid and overwhelmed intimidated by her and dread going back to her interview. In 
fact sitting with her for this period was agony as well as frightening because of her verbal and physical 
aggression. She did turn on me at times . .. " 
By comparison to the patients in the literature, the patients in this study seem particularly extreme 
examples of those with chronic pain. More than this, their homogeneity is compounded in that they 
have all had surgery, and this surgery has proven pivotal in exacerbating their symptoms. This is 
probably a result of the selection process in which the clinic sister chose the candidates. In addition 
they were long-term patients of the clinic and had consulted with the psychiatrist. From a certain 
viewpoint, this level of candidate uniformity could possibly be considered a weakness in this study. 
Conversely however, this "sweet spot" of similar patients suffering the same form of ailment allows for a 
deeper analysis of a problem that in many respects might have eluded this researcher had this not been 
the case. 
All five respondents reported the experience of the doctor-patient relationship as an overwhelmingly 
negative experience with high levels of suspicion and mistrust. This is possibly the most significant 
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finding of this research. It requires further discussion in this paper and is also recommended for further 
research. In the previous chapter, the theme of negative experiences of carers comprised eight pages. 
This compared with the one page of positive experiences. Feelings of betrayal were mentioned by 4 out 
of the 5 of respondents; abandonment by some; and experiences of dishonesty from doctors by almost 
all. On six occasions, H mentioned that she felt rejected by doctors who "did not want to touch her". 
Most respondents felt that their doctors had used them as if in some form of experimen t. 
On the one hand, we may say that patients who suffer chronic pain, may be predisposed to it by virtue 
of pre-existing personalities, and further research is needed in order to predict which patients will 
respond poorly to surgery and how best to prepare patients for surgery to have realistic ideas of the risk-
benefits of surgery, and cope with possible failure of surgery to relieve their pain. 
We also need to acknowledge the heightened sensitivity of these patients, given their pain, and perhaps 
personalities, and adapt our language and behaviour to avoid them experiencing the very alienating 
feelings that they experience. For example, it is known "medispeak" for a surgeon to express his or her 
ideas of surgery being contra-indicated by saying "I wouldn't touch them". However, a vulnerable 
patient hearing this may perceive it as rejecting of themselves as a person. 
Time under anaesthesia seems an especially vulnerable time for patients and it is possible that patients 
fantasize about what might have taken place. The presence of a known GP or nurse could help the 
patient, and doctor. 
Keeping in mind the difficulty that such patients have in trusting their doctors, we need to be 
meticulously open and honest and especially careful about explaining everything we do. Joint decision-
making should also avoid mistrust. 
Although some information seems to tell us more about the working of the minds of the respondent (it 
seems unlikely that Ms H's back was broken in theatre during the removal of a ganglion from her foot), 
this research has identified possible unethical practices. Did, for example, a doctor really order blood to 
be given to a patient against the patient's expressed wishes? 
In summary then, the primary tenet of trust between doctor and patient was not intact for each 
respondent. In the area of the doctor patient relationship, themes arose highlighting that patient 
expectations resulting from surgical interventions were a particularly fraught area. Expectations of 
significant reduction in pain level that were then unrealised post-operatively, created a negative spiral of 
pain our of which all respondents had been unable to break. This resultant suffering led to blame being 
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attributed to the doctor. None of the patients had experienced containment of their negative feelings: 
for example by being able to express them to the surgeon. Mr M mentioned more than three times that 
he wishes to talk to his surgeon about the surgery but has never been given the opportunity to do so. 
Over time, with ongoing physical pain and an unresolved emotional torment, most of the chronic pain 
sufferers seemed to spiral into an abyss of extreme physical and emotional and even spiritual pain. 
One patient, H, told of how, after a relatively minor foot ganglion surgery for which her surgeon 
unknowingly appointed another surgeon to operate, her previous back problem suddenly deteriorated. 
It was at that point that her chronic pain started. There is a sense here of the patient feeling 
depersonalised by the health care profession, and that this impacted on the outcome of the surgery. Is 
her pain then an expression of unheard anger towards the health care profession? The idea arises as 
chronic pain being a "punishment for doctors". It can certainly feel like that! Reframed, lerring the 
suffering spill over onto the doctor, is perhaps the only, and possibly most appropriate, place for it to 
go. 
fu Seers (1996, 1165) puts it, " since the situation is often complex the mismatch of expectations and 
perspectives between health care professionals and [he patient, between what each wants and what is 
realistic, can lead to communication difficulties that serve to increase mutual frustration and 
alienation" . 
In many respects, these patients stand as representations our failures as medical practitioners to meet 
our patients' needs. While this is not to say that suffering is not a part of the life experience, this 
research demonstrates that chronic pain sufferers believe they are worse off for our interventions. Their 
experience flies in the face of the most basic of our principle to first do no harm. As such, the sufferers' 
experience warrants further in-depth research as to when and how the course of" treatment" takes a 
turn for the wor&e. Morris (1991, 2) puts it poetically, suggesting that "medical voices need to enter 
into conversation with the more neglected community of voices speaking (with less authority bur no 
less insight) about pain." 
The patients experienced their doctors positively when they showed compassion and were positive. 
Praise from a doctor meant a lot to one patient. It makes sense that acknowledging a person's strengths 
will encourage those strengths and the patient's ability to cope. 
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5.6 PATIENTS' EXPECTATIONS OF DOCTORS 
Within the doctor-patient relationship, an additional aspect is worth noting: the patients' expectations 
of doctors post intervention. Prior to any intervention, doctors generally carry superhuman projections 
around their abilities to heal. Post intervention, patients changed these expectations. M was interesting, 
in that he now moved between two positions: (1) that of accepting that his doctors cannot take away 
his pain, as he has presumably been told at the pain clinic, to (2) a quite desperate wish that they might 
at least be able to do something by way of pain relief. Again the issue of locus of control is raised. The 
doctors obviously offer something in the form of relief but the patient has control over the choices as to 
their attitude toward the pain. Here the idea espoused by Victor Frankel is important: that the last 
freedom we have is how we choose to respond. Other than this, patients' expectations of doctors were 
now modest, seeking only for honesty, and for doctors to know and acknowledge their limits. It is 
worthy noting that these are patients' expectations at this advanced stage of their illnesses, knowing 
what has gone before. 
5.7. THE SHADOW OF MODERN MEDICINE: -WHEN TREATMENT AND 
DOCTOR-PATIENT RELATIONS GO WRONG 
In the Jungian sense, chronic pain can be seen as the shadow of modern medicine; the darker inversion 
to all our technological advancements. In this sense, the term "shadow" implies a lack of consciousness 
about this side of our medical practice and ourselves. In doctors not acknowledging this shadow aspect 
of our practice, the patients default into carrying the emotional load. It has even been suggested that 
chronic pain is iatrogenic in nature (lecture given by UCT-based Dr Bowmann, 1997). This said, do 
we then actually cause chronic pain? I would argue that for some patients this is indeed the case: that, 
inadvertently or otherwise, as caregivers, our interventions have indeed caused the pain. Employing 
more integrated mind/body/spirit approaches, the caregivers might well have changed the outcome. 
This is a topic that requires more attention from us as doctors, both in the form of research and in the 
training of new doctors. With respect to the latter, perhaps medical students should rotate through a 
chronic pain clinic in order to learn from the mistakes of those that went before them. 
Venturing into the shadow of modern medicine, the stuff we haven't gotten right, and glimpsing the 
beast in the face is a daunting challenge. Still, this is the beast that these patients live with on a daily 
basis - an experience that often leads to them to feelings of being persecuted, and even becoming 
persecutory as a consequence. 
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5.8. CONCLUSIONS 
The findings of this research will be briefly summarized as a conclusion. 
The pain experience brought a form of the most severe suffering to the patient. Insomnia is a pervasive 
complaint. Feelings of helplessness and lack of control are a central issue. Isolation and alienation are 
experienced as a consequence of being in chronic pain. Despair is experienced by all sufferers, as is a 
dire need for the pain to be witnessed and validated as real. The practitioner managing the chronic pain 
patients needs to be aware of these common feelings experienced, so that they can recognise, facilitate 
expression, empathize, and help normalise them. Then a plan of management can be worked out 
together with the patient to help regain some sense of control. Loss is also a major theme in patients' 
lives, particularly of a sense of self and financially. 
Surgery failed co relieve all patients of pain. The doctors inadequately managed patients' feelings 
around this failure. Morphine was not found to be as helpful as hoped. Pain management courses are 
effective and self-coping techniques help. Caution around surgical interventions that have an 
unpredictable outcome is strongly advised following this research. 
These patients felt betrayed and angry with doccors and had experienced a breakdown of trust. 
Negative feelings towards doctors had not been contained adequately. These patients felt worse off for 
doctors' interventions. Doctors need help to manage their own feeling when they fail. Patient's 
expectations of doctors had initially been for a cure. This expectation then shifted to requiring honesty 
and a knowledge of their own limits from the doctor. 
In closing it seems worth noting here, that when discussing chronic non-malignant pain one refers to a 
group of people suffering from multiple dissimilar problems. This compounded the fact that the acute 
model of pain is still often used to understand chronic pain. As a biomedical model that undervalues 
the emotional, social and cultural aspects of illness, it is hardly appropriate. Added to this is tne global 
reality that undergraduate medical training seldom involves rotation through a chronic pain clinic, and 
a culture amongst medical graduates that failure is not an option. What arises from all this is the 
complex problem of chronic pain, and the shadow of western medicine, however incompletely 
understood. 
By way of synopsis, a diagrammatic representation of "The cycle of Chronic Pain" is tentatively offered 
and appears at the conclusion of this chapter. This diagram indicates two separate tracts that may be 
taken from the initial pain causing insult. The cycle of chronic pain was the one the patients' of this 
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study were in. As the alternate tract, the cycle of adaptation, suggests (see diagram), a different 
intervention by the doctor and different choices made by the patient might result less pain. As doctors 
looking broader and attempting prevention rather than cure by addressing our part in causation is 
critical. 
In another vein the function of unravelling the meaning of our patients' pain is perhaps even more 
challenging. Seers & Friedl (1996,1166) state that "talking to patients in chronic pain about the 
meaning of their pain is crucial, to help in coming to terms with their pain and improving quality of 
life." To this Morris (1991,267) adds: "pain is more than only nerve impulses and always requires a 
personal and cultural encounter with meaning". 
Perhaps this then is the crux of the challenge that lies ahead of us as we encounter and minister to those 
suffering from chronic pain. 
5.9.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Stemming from this study, a list of ten possible future research topics concludes this report. 
l. Do people with poor surgical outcomes develop adverse relationships with their doctors or do 
certain ways of relating result in poor outcome of surgery? Or are there predictors for poor 
outcome following back surgery? A psychological assessment would be done prior to surgery 
and outcome assessed after surgery to see if outcome is related to personality. 
2. What predicts good outcome post surgery? A prospective study looking at personality type, 
relationship with doctor, support structures etc before surgery and assessing that against 
outcome of surgery with regard to short and long term symptom relief, number of days in 
hospital, days to mobilisation, etc. 
3. To what extent can mutual participation be introduced in managing patients with chronic pain? 
Could we introduce a training course for a sample of docrors and patients to see if there is any 
difference between tne outcome between the experimental and control group of "untrained" 
doctors and patients? 
4. We need to introduce an assessment of mindfulness-based stress reduction courses as an 
intervention for patients with chronic pain. Typically, these courses consists of a series of 
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techniques where people are taught to use simple non-judgemental awareness of the present 
(painful) moment to attain stress reduction. 
5. Do patients with chronic pain suffer more psychiatric disorders, including personality disorders, 
than patients without chronic pain? (This research has already been conducted elsewhere). 
6. What are doctors' perceptions of patients with chronic pain? 
7. What are doctors' perceptions of, and behaviours towards patients who develop chronic pain 
post surgery? 
8. Conduct a descriptive study of doctors and patients meeting after "failed" surgery. 
9. What is the impact on the family when a member suffers from chronic pain? Here particular 
emphasis would be placed on their thoughts, feelings and coping mechanisms. 
10. For families where a member suffers with chronic pain, what is the effect of family intervention 
measured by means of a family functioning rating scale? 
5.9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE CLINICAL PRACTICE 
Following this research I recommend: -
I.Use of the patient centred methods of communication. In the context of chronic pain this 
means specifically allowing the patient space to bring their own agenda to the consultation and 
negotiating a treatment plan together 
2.That surgery is not embarked upon until the patient is ready for such intervention and has 
thorough knowledge of the risks versus benefits. 
3.00ctors hear patients' distress at the failure of their interventions and respond humanely and 
appropriately both to the patients and to themselves about their failures. 
4.Managing chronic pain suffers requires the doctor to both validate the pain as real and 
facilitate the patient to take control of as much of their lives as possible. 
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